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Memorandumsubmtttedby the Netherlandstechnical sub-committee dated 27
November 1947 concerningparagraph (d) of the initial suggestions submitted
by the representatives of the committee of good offices (for the personal
informationof the members of the Committeeof Good Offices).
(S-AC. 10-CONF. 1-1-Rev. 1).
I.

Object of the police action.
1. The police action which the etherlands Government was obliged
to initiate on 21 July 1947, after every other means had failed to persuade the Republican Government to fulfil the obligation undertaken,
had as its main object to put an end to a situation that had become
unt enable.
2. In this connection it was necessary to take polic e measures of a
military nature so that in the areas concerned,
(I) an end was made to the continual and systematic destruction of
estates, works, .factories and other objects of vital irnpor ance for the
country and its people;
(II) to re-establish law and security in these areas, so that a rapid
start might be made on th reconstruction and rehabilitation of f ndonesia
as a partner in the production system of the world.

II .

The plan of operations.
3.

In general terms the plan of operations comprised the following:
to break through the zone of fortified positions and demolitions
by means of which - in contravention to the stipulations of the Truce
of 14 October 1946 - the opposing forces had encircled the areas of
Java and Sumatra occupied by etherlands troops, putting them under
the pressure of a food blockade by cutting off all supplies of food from
the interior;
b. swiftly to advance a number of columns in order to occupy quickly
the areas concerned , bringing them under etherlands control by taking
key positions in these areas;
c. to re-establish law and security in he occupied territories by carrying out mopping-up operations of the groups of Indonesian soldiers
and gangs still offering resistance and infesting the interior.
4. The main element of the police action was therefore constituted by
the rapidity of action in occupying strategic points , which would enable
further destruction of any extent to be prevented, and which would disorganize the system of command and any co-ordinated action of opposing
forces. The police action was also conducted in such a way as to convince
the population that the action was not directed against the people, but
that its sole aim was the rapid restoration of law and order with a view
to implement the political programme based on the principles laid down
in the Linggadjati Agreement.
5. The duration of the action to rearch and occupy the key positions
in the areas concerned was planned at fourteen days; mopping-up
operations (vide sub (3) re c) would then start.
·

a.

Ill.

Effectuation.
6. Between 2 and 4 August all strategic objectives were reached, the
casualties to tbe Netherlands forces being 79 killed, 235 wounded and
3

8 missing. These figures show that there was no question of serl~us
fighting, as the number of casualties was exceptionally small in propo~tton
to the extent of the territory occupied and t_he scop_e of th~ operations.
Mopping-up operations were not left until all tmal objectives we~e
reached the whole territory thus becoming "occupied"; wherever sufficient tr~ops were available mopping-up operations were at once started.
Naturally these mopping-up operations .were not complet~d on 4 August,
1947, so they were continu~d accordmg as more Netherlands forces
became available by regrouping.
7. The Security Council's resolution of 1 August 1947 "to cease hostilities forthwith" was put into effect by orclering the troops not to
undertake a single action against the opposing forces o~tsi~e the
territory occupied by t.he etherland.s fom:!s, as the consol1d~hon of
one's position and police measures 111 terntory already occupied can
not be taken to be included in the term "hostilities". But also the phrase
in the Security Council's resolution of I NOVEMBER 1947, "that the
use of the armed of either party by hostile action to extend its control
over territory not occupied by it on August 4 1947 is inconsistent with
the Council's resolution of August first' (see next page) places the
problem under the heading of the interpretation of the term "occupied
territory", which is elucidated hereunder.

11.

12.

JV. The occupation and mopping-up operations.
8. As the kepublican Government has continuously and repeatedly given
evidence of attributing a diifferent and exceptional interpretation to the
term "occupation", it would be useful to give the Netherlands interpretation attached to this term.
9. From a military point of view an area can be considered to be "occupie~·•
when the occupier controls it in a strategic sense. It may be - and with
modern military methods by which fast-moving units are advanced to
strategic key-points it is almost inevitable - that, at the moment when
the strategic objectives are reach ed, there are still isolated groups of
opposing forces in the operational area; this does not, however, detract
from the fact that the territory actually is occupied in the military sense.
During the German occupation of France in the last war there was still
unorganized resistance in various parts of the occupied territory, but
this does not mean that France was not occupied by the Germans.
Long after the capitulation in the Far East there were s ill fighting groups
in Malaja Celebes, in Java and Sumatra but it certainly cannot be
maintained on these grounds that Malaya and Indonesia were not
occupied by the Japanese. After the landing in ormandy in 1944 the
American anad British armies penetrated to the interior; at many
points remmants of German troops and in some cases "pockets
of resistance" as for instance Calais, remained intact behind tne fronts,
but i would be incorrect not to admit that the operational area of the
Allied armies in France should be regarded as "occupied" territory. rt
was never asserted in General MacArthur's G.H.Q. that, after the fierce
contest with the main Japanese forces had been triumphantly decided by
the American marines, Guadacanal was not .considered as occupied
territory because Japanese gangs were still at large there and there
were even Japanese strongpoints in the interior.
10. Although in the Indonesian conflict there is no question of a war but
only of a police action, since, apart from the character of the action, the
4

13.

14.

Republican does not possess the faculta . bellandi, as th~ etherl~nds
retain sovereignty over the Netherlands Indies, a parallel with r.ecogn!zed
military conceptions may certainly be drawn in reference to this subiect.
Quite apart from the consideration presented above, 11.owever, "".l_1~t
significance could be a!la hed to the right of an occupying force 1f 1t
should not be allowed to take measur s to maintain order and peace
and the security of its own troops and lines of com~unic~tion i~ . its
own territory. If this be denied its rights become non-existent, its pos1t1011
untenable, its responsibility illusory, the more so when the. other party
leaves no way untried to incite the population_ ~f. the occup1e? areas to
sabotage, intimidation, reprisals and other act1v1ties of a s1mil~r nat~re
against individuals or groups of individuals, and property, mclud1ng
destruction of property of any kind.
The situation therefore is as follows:
a. by the advance of the Netherlands troops the system of defe~ce
of the Republic in the areas of the action was destroyed and disorganized so that in these areas a complete military defeat was
inflicted upon the Republican forces.
.
b. Thereby the main Republican forces were partly n~utral1zed, p~rtly
dispersed, with the result that they ce?sed to exist as organized
fighting forces;
.
c. since the Netherlands forces occupied and controlled the strategic al
key positions, the dispersed units of the Republica~. forces were,
from a military point of view, in an untenable position and were
obliged to live off the land, thus exerting an unbearable pn~ss~re
on the population. In order to perform their tas~ of re-establ!shmg
and maintaining law and order in the areas occupied, the et!1erlands
forces were for this reason compelled to take measures agamt these
troops which process is generally known by the name of ''mopping
up operations".
.
. .
.
d. in view of the fact that these scatter d groups m cornb111ation with
irregular bands did not hesitate to behave in a manner wholly contrary to the rules of war applicable to their po~ition, thes: groups
could not be give any other status than of megulars, megular
bands, franctireurs etc.
.
The command of the
etherlands troops therefore reserved all
rights in order to perform its task in the areas occupied by the
Netherlands troops, to deal with these groups in l?e manner: c~stomary in the laws of war and in accordance with the pr111.c1ples
underlying the discharge of the police task of the army m the
Netherlands Indies.
In addition it may be remarked that the military point of vi~w regardi.ng
"occupation" as set forth above, is supported by the mterpretation
according to International Law, for which reference may be made to
the existing handbooks. As alreadly pointed out above sub ( I~) there
is in the present conflict no question of a war between two belligerents.
The Netherlands Government, holding and exercising sovereign power,
authorized by the responsibility arising from this sovereignty, on 21 July
1947 deemed it necessary to undertake the police action. In view of this
fact a further definition of the concept "Occupation ' as interpreted in
International Law is not relevant.
In this light, therefore, the newly proposed interpretation of point (d)
should be regarded. An encroachment on the rights of the Netherlands
!>

occupying force in the areas controlled by the Netherlands troops cannot
b accepted as it would undermine th foundations on which the Netherlands policy rests. The N therlands Government has guaranteed the
safeguarding of life and property in the occupied areas; on the side of the
Republic incessant threats have been uttered against the lives and property of those who conform to etherlands policy. Reconstruction and
rehabilitation are effected under the protection of the Netherlands miJitary
forces, wfiich are here used exclusive ly as a police force; on the side of
the Republic attempts continue to destroy all vital objects, public utility
s rvic s and the whole apparatus of production, and to disrupt the
economic life, even at the cost of the population who have to resign themselves to these sacrifices. ft is not only the Chin se population that asks
assistance and protection from the military commanders so as to be able
to live again a normal life under conditions worthy of a human being;
there is documentary evidence to support this contention. If the Netherlands are to be able to bear responsibili ,ty towards country and population
in the areas controlled by the Netherlands forces, it is therefore imperative
that they shall be fr e to take the appropriate measures to ensure security. The Republican Government, although not a sov reign power take
similar measures which they consider necessary to maintain law and
order in the territory under their control.
15. The contention that there are in interior still "pockets" or ilots de
resistance", where these groups can maintain themselves, is untenable. In
the first place the conceptions of "Pocket" and "maintain" must be
regarded as dependent on a condition of locality, since no group is ever
'self-supporting" unless it has disposal of organized non-military means
to ensure its maintenance. What is only too readily repr sented as
"pockets" is in fact at present no more than a number of wandering
groups or bands~ ':Vho live off the land and the population, spreadfog
unr~st and comm1thn unlawful acts, and who are in military terminology,
or ~n that of Jnterna~ional Law, commonly denoted as guerilla-bands,
partisans,
or franc-tireurs.
Moreover the activities of these bands
incited the worst elements among the population to commit acts of
injustice, so that brigandage is rampant which in the interest of the
population must te eradicated.
16. ~h: s~ipula!ions of the truce as proposed sub ( d) with regard to the
Jim1tat10ns imposed on actions of a military nature can therefore only
apply to the forward areas, where there are indeed opposing forces, but
can never be accepted for the areas therein; police duties must be in the
temporar_y _absence of an adequate police force - provisionally be carried
out by military forces. Jn this connection the etherlands technical Subcommitt~~ therefore is of opinion that the terms,
- military status_ q~o in Java, Madura, and Sumatra,
- not to alter ~x1sting forward P?sitions from their present locations,
- areas. occupied by the respective parti s,
should be interpreted and accepted in accordance with the precedinu
paragraphs.
i:,
i7. The Neth_erlands technical ~ommittee therefore ees only one way to solve
the qu stion of any Republican groups still operating in areas controlled
by the N~therlands and who cfajm military status.
The so!uti?n proposed by the Netherlands Committee will be the subject
of a special document to be submitted separately.
Batavia, 27 November 1947.
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Memorandum submitted by the Netherlands special committee dated 28
November 1947 concerning paragraph (d) of the initial suggestion1;
submitted by the representatives
of the committee of good offices
(S-AC. 10-CONF.-1-1-Rev. 1)
I . In general terms the plan of operations of the police action comprised
the following:
a. to break through the zone of fortified positions and demolitions by
means oif which - in contravention to the stipulations of the Truce
of I 4 October 1946 - the opposing forces had encircled the areas
of Java and Sumatra occupied by Netherlands troops;
b. swiftly to advance a number of columns in order to occupy quickly
the areas concerned, bringing them under Netherlands control by
taking key positions in these areas;
c.
to re-establish law and Security in the occupied territories by carrying out a number of actions against groups of Indonesian soldiers
and bands still offering resistance and infesting the interior.
2. The advance of the Netherlands troops destroyed and disrupted the
Republican system of deifence in the operational area, the opposing forces
therefore sustaining a military defeat in this area.
3. Thereby the main Republican forces were partly neutralized, partly
dispersed, with the result that they ceased to exist as organized fighting
forces.
4. Since the Netherlands forces occupied and controlled the strategical key
positions, the dispersed units of the Republican forces were, from a
military point of view, in an untenable position and were obliged to
live off the land, this exerting an unbearable pressure on the population.
In order to perform their task of re-establishing and maintaining law and
order in the areas occupied, the Netherlands forces were for this reason
compelled to take measures against these groups, which process is
generally known by the name of "mopping-up operations."
5. B tween 2 and 4 August all strategic objectives were reached, the
casualties to the Netherlands forces bei•ng 79 killed, 235 wounded 8
missing. These figures show that there was no question of serious
fighting, as the number of casualties was exceptionally small in proportion to the extent of the territory and the scope of the operations.
Mopping-up operations were not left until all final objectives had been
r ached, the whole area thus becoming "occupied ' ; wherever sufficient
troops were available mopping-up
operations w re at once started.
Naturally these were not completed on 4 August 1947, so they were
continued according as more Netherlands forces became available by
regrouping.
6. To the remnants of the Republican groups, still roving in the areas
occupied by the Netherlands troops, it is impossible to observe adequately
any provisions of truce whatsoever, since, separated from their bases
they wrnundoubtedly be inclined to violate the truce rather than perish
from starvation and destitution.
7. The contention that there are in the interior still "pockets of resistance",
where these groups can maintain themselves, is untenable. In the first
7

place the conceptions of 'pocket" and 'maintain" must be regarded as
dependent on a condition of locality, since no group is ever "se lf-supporting" unless it has at its disposal organized non-military means to
ensure its maintenance. What is only too readily represented as " pockets "
is in fact at present no more than a number of roving groups or bands,
who live off the land and the population! spreading unr:est and committing
U11lawful acts, and who are in military terminology COfllmonly denoted
as guerilla-bands, partisans, or franc-tireurs. Moreover the activities of
these bands incite the worst elements among the population to commit unlawful deeds, so that brigandage is rampant which cannot be
tolerated by the occupying forces in the interests of the population and
must be eradicated.
·
· 8. .Therefore there is only one way of settling the problem, viz-. i
a. to declare the "standfast
applicable only to the forward areas,
where there are indeed "opposing forces";
b. to evacuate to Republican territory all these Republican fighting
groups which are still in the areas occupied by the Netherlands
troops;
c. to restrict the patrol activity of the posts of both parties in the
"forward areas ' to one kilometer in the direction of known posts
of the opposing party, with the proviso, however, that this restriction
can be maintained only for a short period (fourteen days at most).

9. From a purely tactical military point of view the provision proposed in
article 8 sub c is not really acceptable, because it seriously impairs the
security of the posts in question. However, the Netherlands Command
is prepared to make this concession in order to reduce to a minimum the
possibility o1 clashes in the forward areas during the initial period after
the cease fire order has been issued.
If after fourteen days it appears that the cease fire order is adequately
observed on the Republican side, there are no objections on the part of
the Netherlands to extending the period, each time for fourteen days.
If, however, it should appear that the cease fire order is not satisfactorily observed on the Republican side, the Netherlands
Command
reserves the right to extend the patrolling area.

Batavia, 28 November 1947.
Issue No. 12

NETHERLANDS DELEGATION.

Special Committee
Secretariaat
Issue No. 12

SPEECH BY JHR. VAN VREDENBURCH AT THE SIXTH MEETING Of
THE SPECIAL COMMITTEES O/B THE U.S.S. RENVILLE ON
DECEMBER 9TH, 1947.
On Tuesday, December 9th, the Netherlands and Republican Special
Committees met on board the "Renvi lfe" .
During the meeting a plan for achieving a truce, submitted by representatives of the Committee of Good Offices, was discussed.
8

As it was feared that considerable time would elapse before this plan,
which covers a most important field , can be put into effe~t, t~e Netherlan~s
Special Committee put forward a modified proposal , which_, 1f accepted,_ m
the view of the Netherlands Committee, would allo~ part1e~ to make 11~mediate progress. Such immediate progress would mainly be in the humanitarian and economic fields.
.
AT KALIOERA G an understanding ( meeting of minds) between parties
was reached, on the principle that any kind of sabotage, i~timi9at~o~, reprisal,
destruction and other activities of a similar nature against md1v1duals and
property would be prohibited and prevented by all mean~ a~ the comm_and of
both parties. The same understaning existed, as to the principle that pr~soners
would be released by either party, rega rdless of the numbers o! pnsoners
held by them, and that discussions would . be initiated w~th a v1:w ~o the
most rapid and convenient implementation thereof. Some time earlter 1t was
re solved in principle to refrain from broadcasts or an_Y.~ther form of pro.paoanda aimed at provoking or disturbing troops and c1V1ltans, the publt 7~tton
a dailly operational communique or any other information about m1hta~y
operations would cease immediately, unless by prior mutual agre~ment 111
writing and with the exception of weekly publicati?~s of casu~lty-hst~. Full
opportunity was to be given for observation by military and c1v1I assistants
('f the Committee of Good Offices.
Until the meeting of the Netherlands and Republican Special Committe_es
at KALIOERANG satisfactory progress was made. The Netherlands Special
Committee regretted that there had been a stalemate s(nce then. One of _the
main reasons for this situation, which is causing uneasmess to both parties,
is the question of " pockets of resistance" which exist according to the Republican Government, but which do not exist according to the Netherlands
Government.
It is the considered opinion of the etherlands Government that this
question cannot be solved until and unless experts are ordered by the
Committee of Good Offices to go and visit the territories under discusion.
Proposals to thjs effect have been made by the Netherlands Committee, but
have not been put into effect.
It seems to us:
a. that, as regards the various resolutions of the Security Council , d~e
attention must not only be paid to their terms, but also and more particularly to the motives from which they originated.
b. that there would seem to be no doubt but that the Security Council's
prime object was to re-establish peaceful conditions in Java, ·Sumatra
and Madura.
c. that the Republican Government expressly declared, again on 25th
November 1947, "that we shall do everything pos ible to carry out the
wishes of the Security Council", and so on.
d. that since the Security Council's resolution of 1st November, it is incontestable that acts of violence against life and property are not in
accordance with the wishes of the Security Council.
e. that such acts occur daily within the territory where for lack of an
adequate police force, the Netherlands troops are discharging themselves of their police task; that there is no doubt but that, should that police
task be in any way curtailed, such acts would jmmediately increase,
ample proof of which can be presented.
f. that, if the Republican Gove~nment genuinely wishes . to. observe . the

if
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Security Coucil's resolution, it must be assumed that rt disapproves of
deeds against life and property committed by troops under its authority
and wishes to see these put a stop to.
g. that in that case the value of these roving bands is extremely small to
the Republican Government. For, since the casualty lists of the Netherlands army show that there is no question of any organized resistance,
the action of the Republican bands really comes to putting into practice
the scorched earth policy and to terrorizing and intimidating Indonesians
and Chinese.
b. that the losses to Indonesian economy since the Japanese capitulation
are already far heavier than the damage sustained during the Japanese
occupation.
i. that every minute that lhis situation is prolonged adds to the load of the
work of reconstruction.
Basing itself upon these considerations the Netherlands Special Committee proposed some time ago that:
1. the' demarcation lines at present existing in fact be laid down as provosional demarcation lines;
2. the standfast immediately be proclaimed to the troops facing each other
along the demarcation lines;
3. all Republican fighting groups still in areas occupied by the Netherlands
troops be evacuated to Republican territory;
4. the patrolling of the posts of either party in the forward area be
restricted.
However, this proved unacceptable to the Republican Government. The
Netherlands Special Committee has therefore modified its proposals, on the
assumption that such troops or rather remnants of republican troops as may
still remain in Netherlands controlled territory are of scant military value.
That this assumption is correct, is shown by a casualty list of Dutch forces
during two weeks and the reasons causing these casualties. (vide annex I)
'In view of the above, the Netherlands Committee has revised its proposals and suggests to divide the military from the civilian side of the
problem. Civilian casualties, nut only Dutch but especially Indonesian and
Chinese. ar~ heavier than those of the military. Furthermore, economic
destruction 1s extremely serious.
This is borne out by the information contained in the annexes I to VII.
All these documents are dated after November 1st. They present nevertheless
an impressive list of activities contrary to the purpose of the Security
Councils Resolution of that date. i.e. the restoration of peaceful conditions.
It should be recalled that this sort of thing has been going on ever since
a_ "true~" .was signed on October 14th 1946 and since the signing of the
Lmgga?Jah Agreement on March 25th of this year. The Security Council's
resolution of ovember 1st has not altered this situation. The Republican
Government seizes every opportunity to protest its willingness to carry out
the recommendations and resolutions of the Security Council. It would appear
that they do so in theory, but not in fact. How can one have faith in the
out~ome. of political discussions i<f all these subversive activities go on, and
while the gravest suspicion exists that acts of violence and other activities
are not only being condoned but fostered and provoked by the Republican
Government. The Republican Government - should they so desire - could
allay these suspicions. The Netherlands Special Committee left it to the ComJO

mittee of Good Offices to state whether the Republican Government, having
accepted the resolution of November I st, is not in duty bound to do so.
In order to stop the fight that is being waged on unarmed civilians,
Indonesians, Dutch, Chinese, Arabs alike, the Netherlands Special Committee
proposes to divide the military from the civilian problem. To achieve this,
the Republican Government should inform all troops and civilians that
although ther.e is as yet no complete cease fire, that consequently opposing
military forces may still defend themselves when attacked, but that the
campaign against civilians must stop, that anyone carrying on sabotage,
intimidation, reprisals and other activities against civilians is acting against
the order of the Djocja Government and that the campaign againts Indonesia
itself, the wanton destruction of this country's resources, must also come to
an end.
The Netherlands Government fully una.erstands that an order of this
nature would not be entirely effective. There are certainly many wild men in
this _country in both Republican and Netherlands held territory. In this connection a broadcast from Antara of December 5th may be cited, according to
which the Republican state-police at Solo has started vigorous action against
armed raiders who harass the inhabitants of villages and small towns and to
whom no quarter will any longer be given. The population is willing, says
Antara_, to cooperate i!1 eliminati~g those raiders. The action is being undertak7n m accordance with a promise recently made by premier Sjarifoedin that
rovmg bands would be dealt with. The same is true with respect to areas controlled by Dutch forces, where marauding bands harass and terrorize the
local population and against whom ac ion must be taken if peaceful conditions
are to be restored.
Let the Republican Government therefore "distantiate" themselves from
these murderers, kidnappers, etc. not only in their areas but also in those
under control of the Netherlands Government. If that were done honestly,
e_nergetically, if these people were disowned, if this silent fight against civiJians were stopped, conditions would indeed have been created in which
not only "cease fire" but also political discussions could be carried out,
without doubts, suspicions, distrust casting their shadows over all deliberations.
. The Netherlands Special Committee furthermore states the following.
Either the Republican Government incites its soldiers and followers to
sabotage , intimidations, reprisals and other activities of a similar nature
against civilians, group of civilians and property, including the destruction
of property, or the Republican Government does not do so.
Either the Republican Government has accepted the resolutions of the
Security Council, including resolution of ovember 1st including the words:
'and to ta~e appropriate measures for safequarding Life and Property", or
the Republican Government has not done so.
If the Republican Government now says that they have not accepted
these resolutions without reservations, that will be news. If they have and do
:iccept them without reservations that will be good news.
If the Republican Government accept the resolutions without reservations they should act accordingly. They should then not only refrain from
inciting. its _soldie_rsand followers to sabotage ,etc. but they should also do
everyth111g111 their power to see to it that an end be put to these abominable
activities.
11

One broadcast by Mr. Sjarifoeddin calling upon his followers t_o stop
the silent fight against unarmed civilians would do more to create confidence,
than all the fine words addr essed at the world at larg e. The
etherland
Special Committee wishes to state that it is willing to go full spee~ ahead
with the discussions of the latest suggestions made by the Committee of
Good Offices. It believes that they contain very valuable ideas, that they are
based on common sense and that agreement on them could be reached, pro vided always that the Republican Government offer~ deeds , not w_o~ds, and
that the present suspicions be allayed. Proof on which tl~ese sus~1c1~ns are
based has been submitted to the Committee of Good Offices, which 1s welcome to investigate this information and decide for themselves wh!,:!ther the
doubts and hesitations of the Netherlands Gov rnment are well founded.
The etherlands Special Committee hopes for a clear cut answer. Let it
be either yes or no. If the answer is in the affirmative the following could be
agreed to and put into eff~ct. i~me?iately.
.
. ..
1. To prohibit sabotage rntlm1dation and repnsal and other activities of a
similar nature against individuals, groups of individuals, and property,
including destruction of property of any kind and by whomsoever owned,
and to utilize every means at their command to this end.
2. To refrain from broadcasts or any other form of propaganda aimed at
provoking or disturbing troops and civilians.
3. To initiate broadcasts and institute other measures to inform all troops
and civilians of the delicate situation and the necessity for strict
compliance with the provisions sub I and 2.
4. Full opportunity for observati on by military and civil assistants made
available to the Committee of Good Offices.
1n this agreement could also be incorporated the other points on which
a meeting of minds has been reached, i.e.
To cease immediately the publication of a daily operational communique
or any other information about military operations unless by prior mutual
agreement in writing except weekly publication of lists of individuals (giving
names, numbers and home addresses) who have been killed or have died as
a result of injuries ' received in action.
To accept the principe of the release of prisoners by each party and
to commence discussions with a view to the most rapid and convenient implementation thereof, the release in principle to be without regard to the number
of prisoners held by either party Both parties would then have achieved
5omething positive.

ANNEX
List of subversive acts l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

l l.
12.

13.
14.

ANNEX
I.
Comparison of the Netherlands casualties :n the first week of November
;i.nd the first week of December 1947.
Period

Sniper activities
t bivouacs
Killed by mines again
and fixed positions

I

I

Killed and
wounded on
patrols

I

Total

I

I

!Killed wound~d,Killed wounded Killed wounded Killed wounded
1-7 Nov. incl
1-7 Dec. incl
l2

8

4

9

19

5

21

22

44

I

g

19

3

16

12

36

II.
November 21st. 1947.

On 21 November a capok shed was set fire to in Probolinggo; shots
were fired at those who tried to exfnguish it. (E. Java).
On 21 November an inhabitant of Bonda ' Aroem was murdered by a gang
( 10 km. E. of Bondowoso, E. Java).
On 21 November a Dessa policeman at Bagoe near Pasirian was abducted by T.N.I.
From Sambirate , 8 km. E. of Soegiwars, one Indonesian was abducted.
(S. Sumatra) .
In the night of 20 to 21 ovember a detachment of field police and a ricehulling mill at Tjilamaja were fired at (W. Java).
On 21 November a VDMB (Security Serv :ce of th e Marine Brigade)
information agent at Djafian, 4 km S. of Kalisan, was murdered (E. Java).
The IKrio (head of the kampong) of Panggal-Panggi!, 234d, abducted by
a gang of 5 men; 13 weapons collected by him were taken. (25 km W.
of Batoeradja - S. Sumatra).
On 21 November 5 regular soldiers ·raided the house of a VDMB information agent at Sapikerop, 4 km. S. of Soekapoera (E. Java).
On 21 November a gang of five abducted an inhabitant of Kesambirampak, 8 km. SE. of Besoeki (E. Java).
·
On 21 November a motor-car was fired at near Tjoekoergoerng, 10 km.
SE. of Pasoeroean. The car was burned out completely. (E. Java).
On 21 November a truck struck a mine between Djember and Rambipoedjt (E. Java).
On 21 ovember possessors of Nica money were manhandled by regular
soldiers at Wonotoro, 7 km. SW. of Soekapoera. All the personnel of
the sugar factory Gending is threatened with murder . To lend force to
these threats a head-servant of this factory was slaughtered before his
house at Maron Wetan, 10 km. SE, of Kraksaan, in the night of 20 tot 21
November (E. Java).
On 21 November a bridge 4 km. S. of Kawali partly destroyed (W. Java).
On 21 November a tel phone cable was cut along a length of 40 m. near
Baringin.

ANNEX

Ill.

List of Subversive Activities, from 1 to 25 November 1947.
Intimidation and terrorization of population.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Intimidation
Abductions
Looting
Arson
_
Murderous attacks
Murders
a. dessa policeman murdered
b. others

12
41
16
36
26
8
22
3

ACTSOF SABOTAGE.
A. Works and plantations
B.

Irrigation

C.

COMMUNICATIONS
a. Roads
b. Railways
c. Bridges
ct. Telephone
Mines and Booby Traps

D.

(including

cases of arson)

works

21
4
12
17

42
14

40

placed

Actually the list is much longer.
which appear to be beyond doubt.

We have only select ed those cases

ANNEX

c.

2. Paragraph 3 sub a.
Are in this connection the "military positions of the various elements of
both forces " on 20th November 1947 - in analogy with sub (c) of the
same parapraph - taken into consideration or not?

3. "WELFARE"

4. Paragraph 4.

b.

Extract from instructions to a Kampong-Head. November 5th. 1947.
1. Murder people who assist the Dutch (traitors) , set fir to th eir
houses and possessions.
2. Guide your people to fight the Dutch.
c

ANNEX
V.
News - items.
Trainjng for the women's guerilla corps.
SOERAKARTA, December 7th (radio Solo) - Solo Radio reports that
the BPRI (republican revolutionary fighting organization),
section Solo, will
in the course of this month start training officers for the women 's guerilla
troops.
Subjec s to be taught are gu rilla fighting, politic and national id eology .

NETHERLANDSDELEGATION
SPECIAL COMMITTEE
MEMORANDUM
CO CERNI G THE REQUESTS FOR £L UCID TION
OF THE "PLAN FOR ACHIEVING A SPEEDY AND
EFFECTIVE TRUC E", AS PUT BY THE NETHERLANDS SPECIAL COMMITTEE AT THE I FORMAL
MEET! G OF 10th DECEMBER 1947, TO THE M'ILI-·
T ARY ADVISORS OF THE COMMITTEE OF GOOD
OFFICES.

1. "DEMILITARIZED
a.
b.

14

ZONE " .

what is the correct definition of the concept " DEMILITARIZED
ZONE " as referred to in paragraph I, 2, 3 c, d, and e, 5, 9 and 10?
does the qualification "DEMIUIT ARIZ ED' ' refer te MILITARY UNITS
in general and everything connected with such units, or only to

of local populations .

What is understood by WELFARE? Does it refer only to law and order,
or also to food distribution, education, medical care, etc.?
a.

IV

armed members or unlts of the military forces and e.g. not to
unarmed members of the military forces?
do these regulations also apply to " police", and what are the consequences with respect to its arms.

Objections exist on our part to supplying to the "other party" full
military data, such as maps indicating the dislocation of the Netherlands troops .
Experienc
after the Truce of 14th Oc ober J946 has shown that
the data supplied, which as regards the loca ion of Netherlands
troops were most detail d, have more than once been misused by
the other party (shelling of Netherlands positions by artillery). In
view of this experience there are objections to the phrase "AND TO
THE OTHER PARTY" in the 4th line of paragraph 4.
In view of the fact that experience has shown that data supplied
with regard to the dislocation of republican forces do not always in
eve ry respect agree with the actual facts, is it the in ten ion of the
Committee of Good Offices to verify in the field the data supplied?

5. Paragraph 7.
Is ' PRESE T POSITIO S" taken to include the " positions"
ar eas, or only in th e so-call ed forward areas ?

in all

6. Paragraph 9 sub a.

It is imperativ e ha provisions with regard to the problem of foreign
exchange that will satisfy the etherlands Delegation, precede the possible resumption of " normal trade " and " intercours e ".
7. Paragraph 9 sub b.
This paragraph actually applied only to republican fighting groups as
there are no etherlands troops in Republican-held territories. For the
eth erlands tro ops this point is of importance only in so far as it affects
the interpretation or the concept " demilitarized zone".

Memorandum submitted by the Netherlands Special Committee on 16th December concerning paragraph (g) of the initial suggestions submitted by the
representatives of the committee of good offices (S/AC. 10/CONF. 1/1 Rev. 1
The N therlands Special Committee is of the opinion that in the discussions concerning paragraph (g) of the initial suggestions submit ed by the
representatives
of the C9mmittee of Good Offices the following groups of
persons should be considered with a view to obtaining th eir release;
1. Interned members of forces, which term on our side is taken to
include all persons belonging to units of the Netherlands and Netherlands
15

Indies Land, Sea and Air Forces who are detained by Republican organizations.
2 Political prisoners. On the part of the etherlands this term is taken
to include all those who on the grounds of professed or imputed pro-Netherlands lean ings have been imprisoned, interned, taken into protective custody
or have otherwise had their liberty of action curtailed. Also to be considered
for release are those who have been sentenced or arrested on charges of
assisting the enemy (so~called kaki tangan moesoeh or kaki tangan Nica)
or of being in possession of Netherlands Indies money.
As political prisoners should further be considered all those who have
unw illingly be n removed from the Nether lands controlled territory by force
or threats or in any other way, and who are now being detained by any
Republican organization or being prevented from returning to the abovementioned territory in any manner whatsoev er.
3. Other civil detainees. This term is taken to include all those in
Republican areas or in the hands of any Republican organization or group
'Nho desire to move to
etherlands controlled territories but are being
prevented from doing so by internment, protection custody or any other
form of compulsion or intimidation whatsoever, directly or indirectly, in so
far as these persons are not already included among the political prisoners.
The etherland Special Committee wish to add to the above that
the effectuation of what i a reed with respect to the release of prisoners,
is, of course, also depend nt on the actual termination of hostilities, including
acts of violence, intimidation, terrorization, sabotage, sedition and similar
activities.

• ETHERLANDSDELEGATION
SPECIAL COMMITTEE

Ag.
Sir,

Secretariat ,
Issue o. 8.
o. 475/ CGD/ SC/ Cor.

Batavia, December t 8th, 1947.

With reference to the statement I had the honour to make at the formal
meeting of the Special Committees on board the U.S.S. Renville on December
9 inst., I herewith transmit translation of the documents l mentioned in this
statement.
I remain,
Sir,

Your Obedient Servant,
(Signed) H. van Vred nlburch,
Chairman of the
Netherlands Special 'Committee.

Mr. Glenn Abbey,
Chairman of the ,Conference
of Special Committees.

NETHERLANDSDELEGATION
SPECIAL COMMITTEE

Document

Secretarial
Issue No. 34
Ag. No. 446/Min.

I.

Transldtion of a military report:
I. On 14/ 11( 47 our 0 roup arrived saf ly at the Cop. of Wehrkr eise III
dRcJ?orted to commander of Wehrkreisc llf, received instruction 0 ~
ut1 s of con tact ection and pioneers.
IL At the or,de~ of commander of Wehrkreise IH the taff of th en ineers
of Wehr~re1se 111 was transferre I to Goenoen ~Doewoer
g
lJl. The following detachments were d tailed off·
·
a. ~he "sie" pioneers under sero, 0 ·11ae.lan
1•
(Capt. Jasir).
moved to Binangoen
b. Thr~e signall rs d tailed off to Goenoeng Doewocr to act a
couriers under Capt. Doeran.
'
c. Three signal_!rs detail d off to Trcnggilino, to act as couriers unde
s rg. MoerdJono.
r
IV. t5ato~n 18/ 1l/ 47 radio Wehr~reise Ill mu t ao on Uie air. Callsignal
- , wave-I ngth 58 m. Tried t contact QOY very day· so far
nf result. Appar ntly our transmitter is not strong enough (6 1 Watt)
Peas e s llid us as soon as possible a DC 12 Wa'tt transmitter (of th~
ame type as that of Poengoelan).
V. As regard_s the h~alth of engine rs personn I of Wehrkr eise III we are
troubled 111 particular. by ma(aria. Please send medicine which w
~ ed badly, as th~ me~1cal s~rv1c~of Wehrkre ise fl I is quite' inadequat ee
e request you to give th1 point due attention.
·
VI. '!leur 0 _ently need th civilian clothes you promised us in view of the
mstruct10.n issued by the commander of Weh k · 1'11t
that a
f
r reise
o the effect
n~any o u ~s possible rnus't wear civilian dress in order to
c mply with t~e reql!Jrem nt that the army shall be an 'invisible" one
VII. Please send 1mmcd1ately Iandmines accorn anied b th
·
detonators and tro'tyl blo k bag drill) We ,;eed all
e necessary
Vllf. Other requisites are:
'
'
·
is very urgently.
i:,

l

Radio parts:

Lubricat i11g 01·1(as

g:::c?
acid

h
·
muc as possible) Stock exhausted.
,,
Stock exhausted.

Batterie .
Phon

parts.

3 telephon apparatuses
Telephone wire 3 mm. ( as much as po sible)
Insulator
Wb with 6 number
5 bd tel phone batt ries
paraffin wax.
IX. It is requested that ~he requisities specifi d above be sent in as large
as possible quantities.
o. 5/ art / KI.
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EXTRACTFROMINSTRUCTIONSTO A KAMPONOHEAD,
5TH NOVEMBER1947.
Merdeka. (Liberty!)

To the Loerah of
DOEKOEHLO.

J. BRATAADISASMITA, A. W. R. I. (Assistent Wedono, of the Republic
of Indonesia a't Boelakamba make known to you Loerahs by this letter that r
have always remained true and obedient to the Government of the Republic
of Jndonesia and our President Soekarno. I have always stayed among the
people and ~ave always sought contact with 'the central gov r_nmentin Djo_cjakarta and directly carried out the commands of the Republic of Indones1a,
In this Jetter I give you L erahs, good advice:
1. Remain faithful 'to our Republic of Indonesia.
2.
Obey he commands of our President Soekarno.
3. Refuse to obey all commands of the Dutch or to render them any assistance, also disregar ,d the orders of district heads appointed by 1.h·e Dutch.
4. Murder people that help the Dutch (traitors), burn down their houses and
possessions.
5. Lead your people to fight 'the Dutch.
6. You, Loerahs, mu t not remain in hiding just to sav your own lives.
7. Go into hiding so that th enemy may not find you, but go on working
against the Du'tch enemy and fight his spies, for Country and People.
8. Do not let yourselves be deceived by the iriendly mien of the Dutch.
Remember the history of Diponegoro .
9. Be confident of our cer ain victory, because our country is one \hat has
a love for the truth. (By ourselves ·defending our Indonesian rights).
That is all. Earnestly consider these words!
Date: 5/ 11/ 1947
A. W. R. I.
BOELAKAMBA
(Signed) 1BRATAADJSASMITA
Seen:
Union of Wedonos of the Republic of Indonesia
BANDJARHORDJO(fA DJOE G

A square stamp with the words: Wedono TA DJOENG (signature illegible)

Document

Ill

I.

a.

Copies :

Ilnd Division

OPERATIONALORDER
P.D./No. 44/47
Annexes: 1 sheaf Instr.
2 Maps
Subject: ,,Wehr kreise" IInd Division.
1. Destined for officers only.
2. To be destroyed in case of danger.
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The Netherlanders do not cease their mopping-up operation , with the intention of rigidly adhering to the ,,van
Mook" line.
b . Netherlands aftacks outside the ,,van Mook" line (KARANGIANJAR, BANDJAR EGARA).
c. The
etherlanders continue to exert themselves to
advance towards DJOCJAKA'RTA.
2. a. A considerable part of the area of 'the llnd Division has
already been occupied by the Netherlanders.
· b. /What we can do is offer resistance in the form of
guerilla.
3. a. The cease fire order has already been issued.
b. The American proposals were already accepted by U 0
(i.e. the military situation of 4th August 1947).
In connection with the above, and in view of the decisions
taken at the Staff discussions of 25th and 29th October
1947 by:
I. Major
B•ROTOSISWOJO
2. Lt Col. MOH. BAHROEN
3.
,, ,,
SAPARl SOERIADIB'RATA
4.
,, ,,
MOH. OESMA
It is order d that immediately on receipt of this order,
1.
The respe tive c mrnanders shall be appointed of the
WEHRKREISE " I, 11, llf and IV.
2.
Every effort is to be made to assemble military units for
dire t attacks on the enemy ( criteria for selection are:
physical condition and intelligence).
3.
For instructions reference is made to the annex.
4.
WiU1in three weeks after receipt of this order and these
instructions everything must be completed.
5.
End.
Issued at
taff Quarters ffnd Div.
8th ovember I 947
at 09.00 hours
Commander 11 Division,
o/ 1. Chief of Staff
Signature not clear, probably
SOEGENG??
TO:
Stamp of
Markas Div. II
Major BROTOSJSWOJO
Lt. Col. MOH. BAHROEN
Ten'tara Nasional Indonesia
,, ,, SAPARI OER!ADIBRATA
,, ,, MOH. OE MA
Situation:

D o c u m e n t II.

M. B. T. S. 0.-11

Bataljon 14 P. T .
Djaw. Kesehatan Tentara
Djaw. Perl. Angk. Perang
Pembantoe lnspektoer
Pers endjata'an
Detasemen Genie
Files

Div.
Div.
Div.
Div.
Div.

II
II
ll
II
fl

For information with request
where necessary to give
fu II support.
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SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS.
I.

Wehrkr eise IV. to comprise the area within he boundaries of the residencies TEGAL and BREBES.

Commanders.
Cdr of W. K. I

"
,,
"

"
"

W.K . II
W. K. Ill
W. I<. IV

Major
BROTOSISWOJO
Lt. Col. MOH. BAHROEN
,, SAPARI OERIADIB'RATA
"
,,
MOH. · OE MA

"

III. Strength.
a. Each Weh-rkreise commander is at the head of a group of some 500
men, who are to carry out orders which aim at the direct attack of
the enemy. The proportion of strengh and arms is 2 : 1.
b. This group is sub-divided into various sub-divisions each in charge
of a commander. The further sub-division into companies or sections
directly under W. K. cdr) is left to the discr tion of each W. K. cdr,
depending on situation and atmosphere in gen ral.
In carrying out orders guerilla tactics are to be applied as much as
possible and fhere must be no attempt at ,,line-formation . To this
end i't is necessary always to remain mobil , not be dependent on one
another, and to attack. In any case one must not remain in the same
place, not longer than e.g. 2 days.
Although it is necessary to be mobile, this mobility from the largest
to the smallest unit must not be of an entirely arbitrary nature , each
unit having its own welldefined area.
20

In addition the W. K. cdr has at his disposal auxiliaries who by their
intelligence, in conformity with th instructions, are to deal t'he enemy
severe blows indirectly.
The division of these forces will be determined and laid down by the

d.

The sections of the inspectorate are charged to supply the wants of
the guerilla troops. The inspectorate of Public Health is requested
to erect as many posts as possible in the W. K., so that the troops can
be helped as much as possible where their health is concerned.
All other inspectorates are to take similar measures.
All 'these bodies must completely (for 1001c) obey the W. K. cdr.

Division of the area.
Wehrkreise I. to comprise the area bounded on the
orth: ,by the boundary between the residences
BA JOEMAS and PEKALO GAN.
East: a. by the main road KRANGGAN - ADJIBARA G - WANGO - PAWALO.
Sou'th: by the Indian Ocean
West : by the boundary between the res. BANJOEMAS
and PRIANGAN.
Wehrkre ise JI. to comprise the area bounded on the
orth: by ' he boundary between the res. BANJOEMAS
and PEKALONGA
East: by the boundary between the residencies
BANDJARNEGARA - POE RB LINGGA.
South: a. by the K. ERAJOE.
South: b. by the road RAWALO - WANGON.
West: by the main road KRANGGAN - ADJIBARANG - WA GON.
W hrkreise 111. to comprise 'the area bounded on the
North: by the K. SERAJOE.
East: ) by the boundary be'tw en the residencies
South: ) BA JO EMA and KEDOE.

II.

c.

W. K.

IV. The Defence-tactics.
The methods for correctly applying guerilla tacties.
1.

Indirectmethods.
on-cooperation.
Say to all and sundry, for instance in he course of a friendly conversation over a cup of coffee, or at meetings that 'the orders given by the
Dutch must not be obeyed. Or that no one must accept an appointment
as Loerah or undertake other activities a prescribed by the Dukh.

2. Provocation.
Spread the rumour, if necessary by means of pamphlets which must reach
the lower trata of the Dutch community, that there are, e.g. differences
of opinion ( disputes) between VAN MOOK and SPOOR, or something
similar.
3. Agitation.
Spread the rumour that the Dutch soldiers are callous and fond of
looting and so on, so that the population thoroughly hates them.
4. Propaganda.
pread fhe rumour that the R publican Government is and remains powerful, that the same is tru of the army, etc.

5. Abductions.
Abduct alive persons working for the Ne'therlands Government, such as
ica- boepati's etc. and then take them to safe ar as.
6. Espionage.
Seek out documents which will give an indication of the positive intentions of the Dutch. Give information regarding staffs, fortified places,
and dumps to the guerilla ltroops who then fall upon them.
7. Attacks.
Kill the leaders and other important people of the enemy.
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The way to deal direct blows to the enemy.

I.

Destroy the enemy's means of communication, as telephones, roads ,
means of transport, in 'the night, and whenever the chance offers.

number of practical measures which could be effectuated immediately, pending
the outcome and execution of the plan for a 'speedy truce in its entirety_.

2. Attack units by laying ambushes .
3. Attack the enemy's bivouacs and other encampments.
4.

Allow enemy patrols to walk into your ambuscades and a'ttack them.
These attacks need not be continued until the enemy is completely
destroyed. Carry them out i~ such ~ way 4ha~ they are fir_ed at for
five or ten minutes, then w1thdraw111gand ly111glow, during those
five or ten minutes the greatest possible casualties must, however,
be inflicted upon the ememy.

V. Minimum programme.
The least that must be achieved by this resistanc e mu t be to recover the
situation as it xist ed at the moment 1that the cease fire order was issued
(of 4th August 1947) (See annex) .
VI. How the reports must be drawn up.
Reports are submitted in the usual way.
a. Every movement of the enemy must be reported the report being
accompanied by a sketch showing the dir ctions of this movement.

NETHERLANDS DELEGATION
SPECIAL COMMITTEE

S.. C. IO/cont. 1/ 17.
Secretar iat
Issue nr. 49

IMMEDIATE

Batavia, 20th December 1947.
Sir,
I have the honour to transmit herewith a m morandum of the etherlands Special Committee regardin g the , plan for Achieving a Speedy and
Effective Truce " submitted to the Special Committees by the repre entatives
of the Committee of Good Offic s.
As is stated in this memorandum, the Netherland Sp cial Committee will
0 fad ly consider the abovementioned plan as a working base for carrying the
truce into effect. The observations submitted are therefore to be regarded as
gene ral pr inciples the elaboration and adaptation of which shou ld be the
subject of further discussions with the military xperts of your Committee.
It will thus be clear that the proposal which I had the honour to make
at the meeting of the Special Committees on 9th December and which aimed
at an immediate effectuat ion of part of the entire truce plan, was not intended
to serve as a substitute for the plan for achieving a speedy truce; on the contrary, this Committee wishes to continue the current discussions on the plan
as a whole. Consequently the propo al of the etherlands Special Committee
has been made only with the intention to reach agreement on a certain
22

Mr. Glenn Abbey,
Chairman of the Conference
of the Special Committees.
NETHERLANDS DELEGATION
SPECIAL COMMITTEE

I have the honour to be,
Sir,
Your Obedient Servant,
(Signed) H. van Vredenburch
Chairman of the Netherlands
Special Committee.

Secretariat
Issue Nr. 50.

Memorandum of the Netherlands Special Committee regarding the "plan for
achieving a speedy and effective truce" submitted to the Special ~ommittees
by the representatives of the Committee of Good Offices - (Restricted S/AC.
10 Conf. 1/9).
1. The etherlands Special Committee has carefu lly studied and considered
the "plan for achieving a speedy and effective truce".
.
It has come to the conclusion that the principles embodied there111,
upon which are to be based the regulations for the technical i~plementation of a truce can be accepted in general terms as a workmg base .
T his standpo int was already made known during he sixth meeting of the
Special Committees on board the USS "Renville" on 9th December 1947.
It seems evident furthermore, tha the plan concerned can be only
of a provisional natu!e and that its adoption would be withou_t preju~ice
to the rights, claims or positions of the parties, as stated m the fifth
paragraph of the letter of the Committee of Good Offices of 3rd December I 947.
2. The

ether!ands Special Commit! e is, however, of the opinion that an
acrreement on the basis of the plan referred to sub I can only be carried
out adequately if agreemerH has previou ly been reached as regards the
term "occupied territories'. By occupied territory the Netherlands Special
Com1111ittee
understands territory which is actually under control of the
occupying forces.

3. Furthe rmore the Netherlands Special Committee is of the opinion that
agreement should first be reached as regards the ex~ent _and delimJiation
of the areas occupied in JAVA and SUMATRA, as it will otherw1se not
be possible strict ly to define the rights amd duties of each party ensuing
from any such ag reement and see that they are fulfilled.
4. The Netherlands Specia l Committee wishes it to be noted in this
connection that,
a. the Netherlands Indies Government at the conclusion of the police
action on: 4th August 1947 at 24.00 hour s at once assumed responsibility for law and order in the areas at that mom.ent occupied by
its forces,
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b.

c.

the etherlands Indies Government still maintains this responsibility
in its entirety,
the standpoint of the Netherlands [ntdi s Government i that the areas
described in the proclamation of the Lt. Gov rnor General of
29th August 1947 must be regarded as territories occupied by the
etherlands troops vide memorandum of the Netherlands Special
Committee of 27th November 1947), with the inclusion of the who]
of the island of Madura vide paragraphs 15 and 16 of the memorandum submitted by the Netherlands Delegation concerning the
political developments in Madura which led to the occupation of the
entire island (Secretariat issue r. 31 Ag. Nr. 425/Min).

5. The Netherlands Special Co111
1nittee is therefore of the opinion that the
line usuall y r ferred to as the "Van Mook Line" will in principle have to
be the fine of demarcation between the territories occupied and controlled
by either party and that on either side of that line a demilitarized zone
will have to be established, within which authority i exercised by the
party concern d and in which the maintenance or restoration of order
law and security will in principle have to be in the hands of a police force.
6. In view of the fact that in the territories occupied by them the etherlands
forces are performing police duties which are re11deredmore difficu lt by
the present terrorization and sabo age on the part of Republicans, the
transfer of these responsibilities to the police in the areas to be demilitarized can only tak place gradually, as the requisite concentration of
police forces in these ar as makes heavy demands on the available police
personnel.
7. Therefore the police duties in the Netherlands ar as to be d militarized
will for the time b ing have to be discharged also by etherlands troops.
8. Regulations will have to be passed restrictina strength and arms which
shall unambiguously make clear the police function of the Netherlands
military police units within th
etherlands areas to be demilitarized.
9. The moment when the said restrictive regulations shall become operative,
will have to be determin ,d at a later date, dependent on th general
situation.
10. The Netherlands Spe ial Committee prop se that the said restrictive
regulation shall in the first intent be considered binding for a period of
at most 14 days. If during that period th truce regulations are strict ly
observed, this period will be extended, each time for 14 days. If during
such a period of 14 days it should be established that the truce regula-tions are not strictly observed, the restrictive regulations are automatically
annulled. It will be greatly appreciated if the military assistants of the
Commit ee of Good Offices will undertake to observe the manner in which
the truce regulations are b ing carried ou by both parties.

I 1. The police duties wi ll gradually be transferred from the army to the civil
police, according as conditions in the etherlands ar as to be demilitarized, or in parts of these areas, admit of such n-_easures.
12. I n the first intent those Netherlands ar as wil l be demilitarized which are
situated b tween
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a.
b.

the demarcation line mentioned in paragraph 5 above,
the line connecting the Netherlands forward positions.
The Netherlands areas to be demil itarized have been indicated as
"areas controlled by Dutch patrols" on the maps, which have lately
been transmitted by the
etherlands Special Committee to the
Representatives of the Committee of Good Offices.

13. The Netherlands demilitarized zone (vide paragraph 12) may as a

matter of course be further extended, in the event that the general situation
hould continue to develop fav·ourably.
I 4. The remnants of Republican forces which at the lf11omentwhen a ceasefire and stand-fast order is issued are •still inside the territories occupied
by the Netherlands troops, will have to be vacuated t~ _areas controlled
by Republican troop with their arms, equipment and military stores.
15. There is no objection to the stab!i hment and maintenance of goods ~nd
passenger traffic between the Netherlands and 1Republican held territories, provided that,
.
a. routes of communication ar determined befor hand 111 mutual
consultation, along which this traffic will be conducted and outside
which raffic will not be permitted,
b. both th commercial and the passenger traffic are subject to regu~ations passed or at a later date to be pa sect by the Netherlands Ind1e
Government, regarding foreign •exchange, imports, exp~rts and
transit of goods, etc. adequate measures for control of which shall
be taken on the Nether lands side of the demarcation line.
16. The Netherlan-ds pecial Co1111111ittee
will be glad on the basis of the above
considerations to continue discussions on points of detail of the plan for
achieving a speedy and effective truce, so that complete agreement shall
be reached on the cease fire and stand fa t orders to be issued.
17. Meanwhile the etherland
pecial Committee wishes once again with the
utmost emphasis to draw attention to its proposal made in the meeting
of 9 December. To the etherlands Special Committee, agreement on the
said proposal appears to be essential for a smooth and favour~ble
progress of the discussions on, the implementation of the plan for achieving a speedy and effective truce.
Batavia, 20th D cember l 947.

NETHERLA NDS DELEGATI ON

INFORMAL.

INSTRUCTION
SUSPENSION OF HOSTILITI ES

A. General regulations
instruction becomes operative for both parties on D-day at
00.00 hours. At this momen hostilities in the forward areas (see par .

I. This

8-

IO below) will be ceased, with due observance of the regulatio_ns
and directives of this instruction. D-day wi ll be announced by the Chref
of General Staff.
2. A n identically worded instruction will be simultaneously issued by the
the N ther lands and republ ican author ities to subordi nat commanding
officer .
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B.

Delineation of occupied areas

s trofo2p9s
3_ In JAVA and SUMATRA _the ~erritory occupie~ by f etheLrlan
0d0
comprises the areas descnbed m the Procian:iat!on o t_he t. . . o
Auo-ust 1947 as indicated in the annex to tl11s instruction.
4. Aitareas in JAVA and SUMATR not specified in the above proclamation
wilJ be considered as controlled by republican troops.
5. The line dividino- the territories mentioned in paragraphs 3 and 4 will
be named 'stat~s quo line" and is indicat ed in the annex to this
instruction .
6. Commanding Officers will ensure that t~e above me~tioned. line ~e
clearly indicated in the field as soon as possible. Fur'.her 1~struct1on_s_
will
be issued by the Chief of General Staff after consulat1on with the 1111lttary
representatives of the Committee of Good Office and the Neth/rep
military authorities.
7. Members of the military forces and police units of both parties are not
allowed to cross the status quo line. For other traffic across this line
see paragraph 20 below.

C. Forward areas
8. The forward areas are the areas situated on either side of the status quo
line and delimited by the lines connecting the advance positions (inclusive). (see annex)
9. In the forward areas it is not allowed:
(a) To establish new military positions and/or detachments.
(b) To move or to reinforce military positions and/or detachments or
to extend existing defenses.
(c) To prepare or to carry out measures of an offensive nature.
10. Movements of troops in the f rward areas will be restricted to a
minimum, e.g. for the maintenance and relief of advance positions.
Commanding officers will inform the Chief of General Staff at least 36
hours before the effectuation of planned reliefs .

lands troops , will be evacuated to their own territory with arms, equipment and war lik e stores.
18. These evacuations will be effectuated with the assistance and under the
supervision of the military representatives of the Committee of Good
Offices.
Further instructions will be issued by the Chief of the General Staff
after consulation with th se representatives and with authorities of the
other party ( see also par. 19).
19. The evacuations have t be concluded lat est on 0-day plus thirte en at
24.00 hours.

F. Civil traffic across the status quo line
20. Civil traffic across the status quo line is permitted in principle, with due
observation of the following:
,' a) Traffic will be confined to routes of communication clesign~ted and
agreed upon by the military commanders of both parties (see
paragraphs 24 and 25 below).
.
(b) No traffic will be allowed outside the routes mentwned under (a)
( c) Detailed instructions concerning goods and monetary traffic will
be issued.
( d) Persons, goods, etc., crossing or being conveyed _aero~ the sta~us
quo line will be subject to contr?I. and s_earch; t~1s will be ~amed
out in such a way as to cause m1n111mm
mconve111ence
and distress.

0.

21. The use of respective air force will be confined to the areas occupied
or control( d by the parties.
Air transport flights are not included in the abo~e.
.
.
22. Further detailed regulations will be worked out_m consultation with _the
aviation experts of the Committee of Good Offices and the two parties.

H.

D. Demilitarized Zone
11. The forward areas will be demilitarized.
12. In the demilitarized zenes the maint enance of law, order and security
will in principle be carried out by civil police forces.
13. For the tim e being the police duties in the Nether lands demilitarized
zones will be carried out by military personnel, who will be wearing an
orange band with the letters VP (Veiligheids Politie - Security Police)
on the left upper arm.
14. In principle the military VP mentioned in parao-raph 13 will be armed
in such a way that their police function shall be unambiguously clear.
Further instructions to this effect will be issued by th Chief of General
Staff.
15. Commanding officers will issue writt n instructions to military VP units
in the demilitarized zones after consultation with civil authorities.
16. As conditions in the Netherlands demilitarized zones or in parts thereof
permit, the VP referred to in paragraph 13 will be gradually replaced
by civil police.

E. Evacuation
17. Elements of republican military forces which at th moment at which
this instruction becomes operative, are' still in 'areas occupied by Nether26

Air forces.

23.

Naval forces.

aval bornbardm nts landings and other offensive operations against
land objectives are prohibited .

I. Meetings of local military commanders of the two parties.
24. Meetings of local military commanders of the tw~ parties t_o~iscuss !he
measures requir ed for the detailed implementation of this mstruction
must take place on D-day plus three 12.00 hours latest.
They may be accompanied by civil authorities.
25. The places on or near the status quo lin e where these meetings will
take place will be announced by the Chief of General taff, after
consulation with the military representatives of the Committee of Good
Offices and of the other party.
ames, ranks and functions of the local commanders cone rned will be
announced at the same time.

J.

Final regulations.

26. Both parties will give fu ll cooperation to the military assistants of the
Committee of Good Offices in observing the effectuation of truce regulations.
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27. To that effect th y will be informed of local detailed regulations whereas
they also will be consulted if the parties cannot reach agreement.
28. lnfringem nts of the terms of the truce will immediately be reported by
the parties, through their own channels, to
(a) The Chief of Genera l Staff.
.... (b) The local military bservers of the Committee of Good Offices.
29. lnfringem nts will also be recorded in writing as accurately and completely as possible and substantiated by proper evidence and submitted
to the Chief of General Staff who will take appropr iate further measures.
30. o military action aga inst infringements of the truce by one of the parties
will be ta ken by any local commanders of the other party, without my
previous orders, unless such an infringement should cause a serious and
acute danger to the safety of troops or the civil population, in which
case this should be reported immediately to the Chief of Genera l Staff
and to the local military observers of he Committee of Good Offices
( ee paragraph 28).

NETHERLANDSDELEGATION.

Batavia, December 2tth, I 94 7.
INFORMAL REPLY OF THE NETHERLANDS DELEGATION TO THE
DRAFT MESSAGE OF THE COMMITTEE Of GOOD OFFICES Of
DECEMBER 26, 1947.
The Netherlands Delegation ·has the honour to submit the following
considerations with regard lo the draft message received from the Security
Council s Committee of Good Offices on the Indonesian Question on December 26th.
Concerni.ng the parts of 'the draft message relative to the implemenrtation
of he truce, a few remarks may suffice.
With refer~nce to point 111A:
I) It is not qui e clear what is mean1t by documents "together with those
at present bef re our repres entatives with the Special Commit 1tee".
T avoid any possibi lity of a misunderstandin g elucidation of this point
would be much appreciated.
2) In order to safeguard life and property the ethcrlands troops carry out
1their police task. Th e Netherlands Government is therefore gratified that
ord ers are to be issued, or c nfirmed, to achieve this preeminently
humani arian aim.
Dissemination of such orders by all possible means, including frequently
repeated radio broadcasts, appears essential. The way in which these
orders are to be disseminat ed should have the continuous attention of
the Committee of Good Offices.
With regard to point Ill B specific information will be appreciated as to
what proposals are referred to, while ·i't should be noted that if the "plan
for achieving a spe dy and effective truce" 1be intended this plan has
already b en accepted by the ether!ands Special Committee as a
working basis for c.arrying 'th·e truc,e into effect (vide Document S/ AC.
10/ Conf. 1/ 17; letter dated D cember 20th 1947).
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With the contents of paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of point B the etherlands
Delega1ion is glad to be in complet agreement.
The contents of the last paragraph of point B will be dealt with below.
With respect to Annex I the Ne'therlands D legation has the honour to
observe the following.
Re t.
The etherlands Delegation expects that a stand fast and cease fire order
be issued separately and simultaneously by both parti s. This order will apply
to 1the troops of both parties along the line of the areas described in the proclamation of August 29th, issued by the Lieutenant Governor~General of the
Nether lands Indies. The orders to be issued should be identically worded.
A draft of such an 011deris hereby submitted.
Re 2.
The etherlands Delegation agrees that in the first instance and for the
tim being, demilitarized zones be establ ished in general conformity with the
line of the areas described in the proclamation of 29th August; it is ugg sted
tha't this line be called the status quo line. These zones as a rule will comprise
the territories between th se demarcation lines and on one side the line of
the Dutch forward positions and on the other side 'th line of th Republican
forward position, the average width being approximately the same.
The ether lands Delegation regrets that the Committee has not at this
time sufficient data before it to determine w.]1erein its opinion the demilitarized
zones should be drawn in relaton \to Western Java . The N therlands Dele0 ation
wishes to point out that it can accept no resp nsibility whatsoev r for this
:::tate of affairs. It may be recalled that from ovember 23rd on, the Netherlands
pecial Committee has repeatedly and with increasing emphasis ur 0 ed that
immediate enquiries be carried out in order to establish wheth<!r, in the territories occupied by Netherlands forces, Republican p ckets of resistance still
existed, and whether th Republican Governm ent be right in claiming that
there still existed organized Republican civil and military authorities in these
areas; or whether the Netherlands were right in saying that there were mainly
fawl ss elements roaming the countryside and a sma11number of troops who
act in a similar way.
In spite of repeated requests to do so, the Republican Governm nt has
never specified precisely where these pockets of resistance are supposed to be.
The only area ever mentioned in Western Java is the .E. Preano-er. The
Netherlands Del ga'tion therefore understands that "areas . concerned" in
paragraph 2 mean the alleged pockets of resistance in the S.E. Preanger.
This area may be described as indicated on the app er.ded map.
In this connection the Netherlands Delegation would wish to make the
following suggest ions.
A. That the Republican Gov rnment hould report to the Commiittee of Good
Offices with some degree of exac itude where these alleged pockets of
-resistance are to be found.
B. That 24 hours aft er receipt of thi memorandum the Committee of Good
Offices send one or more teams of military assis'tants to these areas to
asc rtain th actual situation there.
C. Tha the Netherlands Command is then prepared to issue in these areas
a stand fast order for 48 hours, regardless of whether a truce has been
concluded or not.
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With due observance of the above the Netherlands Delegation can accept
paragraph 2 of Annex J, it being understood that in view of the performance
of police duties by Netherlands forces behind the etherlands forward areas
to be ,demili'tarized, including Western Java, ther shall be no restriction of
patrol activities for the maintenance of law and order.
In this conn ction it should be pointed out:
that the population of Western Java amounts to over twelve million
people;
that acts of terrorization have of late rath er increa ed than decreased;
that a restriction of patrol activities for the maintenance of law and order
would therefore be wholly and totally unwarrantable in view of assuring the
safety of the population.

Re 3.
The N therlands Del gation agrees to paragraph 3 of Annex I.
Re 4.
The

Re 5.

etherland

Delegation agre s to paragraph 4 of Annex I.

With respect to paragraph 5 the

etherlands Delegation is in agreement

that

"p--nding a political settlem nt, the responsibility for th maint enance of
law and order and of security of life and property in the demilitarized
zones will remain vested in 1the civil polic e forces of the respective
parties",
it being_ und rstood that for reasons repeatedly stated, the term civil police
force will not exclude the 'temporary use of military p rsonn I. It is furthermore u,nderstood that the transfer of the abov -mentioned responsibility can
only take place gradually, and that rthis point must be worked out in further
detail. In this connection reference is made to points 6-1 I incl. of the etherlands Special Committee's Document / AC. 10/ Conf. 1/ 17 of 20~h December
1947. It will b~ appreciated if the Committee's military assistants will be
avmlable to advise the appropria 'te authorities of the parties and to s· rve in
such other proper capacities as may be requested by the parties.
The Netherlands Delegation wholeh artedly endors s the suggestion to
promo't~ co-operation between the two police forces ( paragraph 5 b).
'1/i!h refer~n:e to _paragraph 5 a, 1t may be observed that this appears
to b 111contrad1ct1on with the first sentence of paragraph 5, where i'i: is stated
that the responsibility for the maintenance of law and order 'tc. will remain
vest~d in the civil po_lice_
forces of !he respective parties. This point therefore
requires_ fur'ther e_luc1dat1on.In any case it would appear to the etherlands
Delegation _that, 111 order to_ avoid incid ent in particular immediately after
the conclus1on of the truce 1t would be advisable to res'trict the movements
of either Netherlands or Republican fficials in the respective demilitarized
zones, and only to effect any such movem nts in 1the presence of representative
of the Committee of Good Offices.

Re 6.

The Netherlands Delegation agrees to paragraph 6 of Annex I.

Re 7.
T1~eNetherlands (?elegation agrees to paragraph 7 of Annex I, i being
understood that the pomts already agreed to in principle by the parties are
bhe followin :

1. To pr 'hibit sabotage, intimidation and reprisals and oth er activities
of a similar nature against individuals, groups of individuals, and property,
including d struction of propetty of any kind and by whom oever owned,
anc\ to utilize very means at their command to this end.
2. To refrain from broadcasts or any other form of propaganda aimed
at provoking or disturbing troops and civilians.
3. To inrtiate broadca t and institute other measures to jnform all
troops and civilians of the delicate situati n and the n cessity for strict compliance with the provisions sub 1 and 2.
4. Full opportunity for observa'tion by military and civil assistants made
available to the Committee f Good Offices.
5. To cease immediately the publication of a daily operat ional communique or any other information about mitrtary operations unless by prior
mutual agreem nt in writing except weekly publication of lists of individuals
(giving names, numbers and home actresses) who have been kill d or have
died as a result of injuries received in action.
6. To accept the principle of 'the release of prisoners by each party
and to commence discussions with a vi w to the most rapid and convenient
implementation thereof, the release in principle to be wrthout recrard to th
number of prisoners held by either party.

Re 8.
The etherlands Delegation agrees that the Commiftee's military assistants will immediately conduct enquiri es to stablish whether elemen'ts of the
Republican military forces continue to offer resistance behind h present
forward positions of the etherlands forces.
As no application has as yet been made on the part of the Netherlands
to visit territory controlled by Republican military forces and as, moreover
the dbjections to the admission of Republican officials into territory occupied
by Netherlands military forces still apply (vide in this matter the letter of
the Netherlands Delerration of I 2 Dec mber) 'there seems as yet no sufficient
reason, to admit Republican officials at the proposed nquiries.
It is understood that if the enquiry establish s 1the existenc of such
forces, these shall withdraw with arm and warlike equipment and be evacuated under the observation of mili'tary assistant of the Committee and move
peacefully with arms and warlike equipment to the territory on the party's
own side of demilitarized zones.
The Netherlands Delegation proposes that these evacuations take place
forthwith, and be terminated within a period of 14 days after the issue of
the oease fire and standfast orders concerned.

Re 9.

lt is under stood that according to the Netherlands point of view the
evacuations mentioned in paragraph 9 of Annex I would also apply to
Repubjjcan forces in the South East Preanger, for the reasons set forth under
paragraph 2 above.
The etherlands 1Delegation finally draws ati-cntion to the following:
1) The etherlands Delegation is prepared, in the event of agreement being
rea 'hed in accordance with the above, to issue the cease fire and stand
fast orders, and to effectuate these within at most 48 hours after the
signing of the truce.
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States of Indonesia, and during the transition period (articles 2, 12, 13
and 15 of the Linggadjati agreement).
2. the continuation of hostilities on the Republican side and the rejection
by the Republican Government of th proposed joint measures to end
thes hostiUties and to en ure law and order in the whole territory under
its factual control.
The limited police action wa und rtak .:n on 21 Juli to put an end to a
ituation, which had become intolerab le. On 23 July the etherlands Government stated publicly that by so doing th y intended to create the conditions
for the implementation of the principles underlying the Linggadjati agreement,
if n cessary without the cooperation of the Republic. They stated at the ame
time that a r sumption of the cooperation with the Republic would become
possible as soon as it Government would appear r ady and able to resum
such cooperation as a prospective member of 'the future United States of
Indonesia on the basis of the principles underlying the Linggadjati agreement
and on an equal footing with the oth r prospective member .
Although i111tiallythe etherland Government intended to maintain the
Republican civil admini tration in the ccupied areas, the Republican Governm nt expres ly forbade it civil servants to cooperate.
a con equence the
etherlands Government had 'to assume full contr I and re ponsibility in those
areas, which was proclaimed on 29 August.
Meanwhile in several of those areas popular movements for the implementation of the Linggadjati principles in cooperation with the e'therlands
overnment arose and gained an ever widening popular support. In accordance with their d clar d purpo e and with the principl s con'tained in articles
3 and 4 of the Linggadjati agreem~nt the etherlands Government had to
recognize tho e demands of the local popula'tion and to assist in the organization of these territories in such a way that an expression of political aim
and purposes, by democratic proce , would become possible. As, at the same
time, the R public foll wed a policy of organized vi lence agains't all those
who wanted to cooperate with the ethcrlands Government *), the establi hill nt and maintenance of law and order by 'the
etherlands Gov rnment
remained an essential requisite f r the free expression of political opinion in
those areas.
The etherland Government i n t primarily interested in the way in
which Indonesia shall be built up a a f deration; this ha to b decid d,
in the first place, by the population it elf. But they are vitally concerned in
the guarantees for a free decision and th limination of coercion by violence
or threa't, this being e cntial for the stability of the future Unit d tates
f Ind nesia. They must stress that the inhabitants of very ar a have the
fundamental right to demand pro'tection against such coercion and to decide
themselves about the status of their territory within the framework of 'the
United States of Indonesia. They cannot s'top th political organization of
these territories if the inhabitants d cide therwise. They have not and never
have had any inten'tion of artificially creating n w political structures but
neither can they nor do they wish to prevent popular, movements from
expressing themselves freely. And neither can they withdraw the protection
of their forces until law and order and fr edom from coercion can be guaranteed by an adequate, non-political police fore to the a'tisfaction of those
inhabitants and of the Netherlands Government.
• ) Not only in the newly occupied territorie
also in outh Borneo, Bali and outh Celebes .

in Java, Madura and Sumatra,

but
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Finally, before commenting on the separa~e suggestions containe_d in
Annex II, the Netherlands delegation must emphas1z~th~'t from long experience
it has the conviction that publication of A~nex 11 111its present form would
resurt in a deterioration of the situation mstead of an unprovement of the
atmosphere. It must be clear that the fear a~d unrest. crea~e<l by the policy
of coercion of the Republic would be greatly mcreased 1_fpomts 2 an~ 3 were
put forward, a't this juncture, as essential_to the a_tt_a111~1ent
of a just and
lasting settlement. Whatever may be the ultimat e dec1s1onm those areas when
the stage envisaged under point 6 has been reached, 'the announcemen,t of
even a proposed return of the Republican administration, combined with a
withdrawal of the etherlands forces would go far in creating distress and
consternation among the numberless people who have whol eheartedly accepted
cooperation with the Netherlands Government for the realization of their
Indonesian national aspirati ons.
Concerning the separate items the Netherlands Delegation offers the
the following remarks:
Ad I. The Netherlands Government will gladly avail themselves of the assistance of the Committee of Good Offices and of the U.S.S. Renville,
which has been put at the disposal of the parties, for the settlement of
the political dispute.
Ad. 2. The etherlands Government does not wish to prevent popular movements towards political organization on the basis of the principles
of the Linggadjati agreement, from expressing themselves freely .
Ad. 3. tJt would seem that, generally speaking , such points as are contained
under this item should form the substance of the political agreement
itself and not be decided beforehand. The etherlands Government
is not prepar d to change the administration or to withdraw the protection of their fore s in these territories until these decisions can be
taken wit' the full and free consent of their population.
As already stated on 11 August the etherlands Government is prepared to transfer to the Interim Government the administration of
those areas now under control of the etherlands Indi s Government
which have not as yet a political structure of their own.
,.\d 4. A g~adual reduction of the armed forces of both parties must certainly
be one of the aims of a political agreement. l t may even become
possible already after the full implem entation of the truce.
Ad 5. The restoration of free economic activity, trade, transportation and
communications must also be an integral part of a political agreement.
The interests of Indonesia as a whole demand, however, that these
economic activities are organized in full cooperation between all the
constituent parts of Indonesia, in such a way that further injury to
the general interests of the country and the particular interests of the
producers can be prevented.
Ad. 6. The Netherlands Government fully concur with the necessity of an
uncoerced and free discussion and consideration of vital issues and of
free elections for self-determination by the people of their political
relationship to the Republic and to the United States of Indonesia.
They must, however, stress in this respect as in others the necessary
prerequisite of the establishment and maint enance of such a state of
law and order, in all parts of Indonesia, that the danger of coercion
can be wholly .eliminated.
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Ad 7. This point is completely in accordance with the principle contained
in article 5 of the Linggadjati agreement.
Ad 8. The advisability of internationaal observation should be decided upon
in the light of the measure of agreement reached in the political issues
and the state of peace and order to be achieved by the implementation
of the truce.
In conclusion the Netherlands Delegation begs to offer the following
suggestions. In their opini?n Anne~ II ment_io~sa num?~r of problems which
should. without doubt, be included m a prehmmary political agre.ement. There
are other problems, of similar importance, which i_tdoes not ~nentio~. As an
agreement on the solution offered in these suggest1011sseems 1mposs1ble,t_he
Annex should be withdrawn and the memoranda requested of both parties
s-\10uld be taken as a starting point for the political discussions. H?wever
divergent they may be, they will have the advantage of _clearly expres~mg the
point of view of the two governments. In the meanwhile the conclusion and
implementation of the truce, in accordance with the resolution of the Secu_rity
Council of I November, should clear the ground for a better understanding,
as without a cessation of hostilities substantive political discussions will be
of little or no avail. By concluding and imp! menting a truce neither party
will lose any advantage; on the contrary such a truce would equally
enhance the position of both and contribute more to the restoration of confidence than anything else.

ANNEX
PRINCIPLESUNDERLYINGTHE LINOOADJATIAGREEMENT.
Gist of a statement of the Minister of Overseas Terrories
of December 17th 1947.

1. Continued voluntary cooperation between the peoples of the Netherlands
and Indonesia offers the best guarantee of a sound and strong development of both countries and peoples.
2. The peoples of Indonesia have the right to chose the form of government
under which they will live, and the right of self-government.
3. The fundamental human rights and freedoms referred to in the Charter
of the United ations must be ensured.
4. The rights of minorities must be guaranteed.
5. The continued relationship between the Netherlands and fndonesia shall
be embodied in a etherlands-lndonesian Union to promote the joint
interests of the etherlands and Indonesia.
6. At the head of the etherlands-lndonesian Unioh shall be the House of
Orange. The King can do no wrong.
.
Acting in the name of the King the organs of the Union are responsible
to the respective parliaments.
7. The members of the Union are equal sovereign states and rnembers:of
the United ations.
8. The political constitution shall be
a. federative
b. democratic
c. based on the rule of law .

~- The constitution
hall be determined in further consultation.
re-organization
shall be effe~~ed gradu~lly and as_ rapidly as
pos ibl e. Durin g the period of trans iti on ~he ult_ima_tc~on t-itutto1~~hall
be realised to the greatest possible exten 111the 111st1tutionof prov1s1onal
organs.
. . .
..
. .
11. Both the re-organization an~ the mst1tution of a ~ew polit,cal constlt~t_,011
require that adequate executiv es shall be at the d1 posa! of the authorities.
In consequence the terr itori es under etherlands control can_be transferred to other authorities only when the peace, order and security necessary
for the preparation and realization of the new political constitution are
ensured.
12. The Netherlands will assist Indon esia according to its requirem nts.
13. The etherlands int erests in Indon esia must be assured.
14. The new political organizati n must rest on a sound financial and
economic basis.

to. The

EXTRACT fROM LETTER TO THE CHAIRMANOf THE COMMITTEE
OF GOOD OFFICES OF DECEMBER29, 1947.
As stated in th• informal reply of th Netherlands Delegation to th Draft
Message of the Committee of Good Offices of December 26, 1947 our Delegation is prepared, for the purpos es of this enquiry to issue in this area one daythis period could be extended to two or three days at the utmost after receip
of our memorandum-a standfast order for 48 hours, regardless of whether
a truc e has been concluded or not. It must, however, be made clear that the
offer to issue a standfast order for 48 hour~ in this area could not possibly
be extended for the reasons given ora!ly to Colonel Myers by Lieutenant
Colonel Peireira on 28th Decemb r.

2 January, I 948.
Informal proposals of the Netherlands delegation for a truce agreement
submitted informally by the Netherlands delegation otl January 2, transmitted
informally to the Republicat1 delegation on the same date and made formal
on January 9, 1948.

I . That a stand fast and
ase fire order be issued separately and simultaneously by both parti es immediat ly upon the signing of this agreem nt
and to be fully effect iv e within forty-eight hours. This order will apply
'to the tr oops of both parti s along the bounuary lin es of the areas
described in the proclamation of the EI Govcrnmen,t on 29 August I 94 7,
which shall be called the tatus quo lin , and in the areas specified in
the following paragraph .
2. That in the first instance and for the time being, demilitarized zones be
established in general conformity with the above-mentioned status quo
line; these zones as a rule will compri e the territories between this
status quo line and, on one side, the lin e of the etherl ands forward
positions and, on the side, the line f the Republican forward positions,
the average width of each of th zones being approximately the same.
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3. That th e tabli hment of the demilitarized zone in no way prejudice
the rigl1t , claims or position of the parties under the r solutions of the
Security Council of I, 25, and 26 August and I
ovember 1947.
4. That upon acceptance of the foregoing by both parties, the Committ~e
will place a't the disposal of both parties its military assistants who will
be instructed o assume, in the fir t instance, responsibility for determining whether any incident requir es enquiry by the higher au'thorities
of either or both parties.
5. That, p nding a political settlement, the responsibility for the maintenance
of law and order and of security of lif e and property in the demilitarized
zones will remain vested in the civil police <>) forces f 1the respectiv
parties.
The Comrnitte 's military advis rs will be available to advise the
proper author ities of the parties and to serve in such other proper capacities
as may be requested. Amono- others they should.
(a) call upon pools of police officers established by each party in its
demi lit arized zone to accompany the military assistants in their
endeavours and moves throughout that demilitarized zone;
tb) promote cooperat ion between the two police forces.
6. T:ha1t trade and intercourse b tween all areas hould be permitted as far
as possible; such restrictions as may be necessary will be agreed upon
by the parti s with the assistance of the Committee and its represenbtives
if required.
7. That this .igreement shall includ all the following points already agreed
to in principle by the parties:
( a) To prohibit sabotage intimidation and reprisals and other activitie .
of a similar nature against individuals, groups of individuals, and
property, including des ruction of prop r'ty of any kind and by
whom oever owned, and to utilize every means at their command
to this end.
(b) To refrain fr m br adcasts r any other form of propaganda aimed
at provoking or disturbino tro ps and civilian .
(c) To initiate broadcasts and institute other measures to inform all
'troops and civilian of the delicate situaio n and the necessity for
,strict compliance with the pr visions sub (a) and (b).
{d) !full opp rtunity for observati on by military and civil assistants
mad available to 'the Committee f Good Offices.
{ e To ceas immediat ely the publication of a daily operat ional communique or any other information about mi lit ary operat ions unless
by pri r mu ual agreemen't in writing cxc pt weekly publication of
lists of individuals ( 0 iving nam~ , numbers and home addresses)
who have be~n kill d or have di ed a a r suit of injuri es received
in action.
( f) To ace pt the principl of th rel a
of prisoners by each party
and to commence discussions with a view to 1the most rapid and
convenien impl ementation th reof, the, release in principle to be
without regard to the number of prisoners held by either party.
8. That on the acceptance of the forego ing the Committee's military
assistants wil l immediately conduct enquiries to establish whether
*) Th e krm civil police· does not exclude th e temporary II e of military per onnel
in the capacity of civil police. it being understood that the police forces will be under
civil control.
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elements of the Republican military forces continue to offer resistance
behind the present forward positions of the Netherlands forces_. If the
enquiry establishes the existence of such forces, t~:se would_withdraw
as set out in the following paragraph. These enqumes and wt hdrawals
are to be completed wi hin a period of fourteen (14) days.
9. That all forces of each par'ty in any area ace pted as a demilitarized zone
or in any area on the other_ party's _side of a ,demilitari~ed zone, \~ill
under the observation of mill ary ass1s ants of the CommtUee and with
arms and warlik equipment, move peacefully to the territory on 1he
party 's own side of demilitarized zones.
10. This agreement shall be considered binding for a period of fourteen ( 14)
days and will be automatically extended for further periods of fourteen
( 14) days, unless one party notifies the Committee of Good Offices and
the other party that it considers the truce regulations are not being observed by the other party and that this agreement should therefore be
terminated.

Political principles for the settlement of the dispute and the four principles
of the Linggadjati agreement taken from the committee's Christmas draft
message proposed informally by the Netherlands delegation on 2 January,
transmitted informally on the same date to the Republican delegation and
made formal on January 9, 1948.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
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That the assistance f the Committee of Good Offices be continued in
the working out and signing of an agreement for 1the settlement of the
political dispute in the islands of Java, Sumatra and Madura based upon
the principles underlying the Linggadjati Acrreemen .
It is understood that neither party has the rigltt to prevent the free
expression of popular movements looking toward political organization
which are in accord with the principles of the Linggadjati Agreement.
It is further unders ood 'that each party will guarantee the freedom of
assembly, speech and publication at all times provided that this guarantee
1s not cons'trued so as to include the advocacy of violence or rep11isals.
It is understood that decisions concernincr changes in administration of
territory should be made only with the full and free consent of the
populations of 'those territories and at a time when he security and
freedom from coercion of such populations will have been ensured.
That on the signing of the political agreement provision be made for
the gradual reduction of the armed forces , of both parties.
That as soon as practicable after the signing of the truce-agreement,
economic ac'tivity, trade, ransportation and communica,tions ibe restored
through the cooperation of both parties, taking into consideratiion the
interests of all 1the constituent parts of Indonesia.
That provision be made for a suitable period of not less than six months
nor more than , one year after the signing of th agreemen't, during which
time uncoerced and free discussion and consideration of vital issues will
proceed. At the ~nd of this period, free elec ions will be held for selfdetermination by the people of their poliitical relationship to the United
States of Indonesia.
1

7.
8.

That a constitutional convention be chosen according to democratic
procedure to draft a cons'titution for the United States of Indonesia.
It is understood that if, after signing the agreement referred to in i1tem I,
either part, should ask 1the United Nations to provide an agency to observe conditions at any time up to th point at which sover,e:ignty is
'transferred from the Government of the etherlands to the Government
of the United States of Indonesia,, the other party will take this request
in serious considerattlon.
1

The following four principles of 'the Linggadjati Agreemen,t taken from
the CommHtee's draft message (S/ AC. 10/ 75) are included as an integral
part of this document.
( a) Indepe111dence
of the Indonesian peoples.
(b) Cooperation betw en he peoples of the Ne'therlands and iindonesia.
(c) A sovereign state on a federal basis under a constitution which will be
arrived at 'by democratic processes.
( d) A union between the United States of Indonesia and other parts of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands under the King of the etherlands.

NETHERLANDS DELEGATION

Secretariat.
Ag. No. 586/ CGD/Cor. Issue o. 71.

MEMORANDUM ON THE SITUATION AT RAWAHGEDE.

Batavia, 3rd January 1948.

The etherlands Delega'tion has the honour to submit the following
considerations with respect to the memorandum of the Republican Special
Committee concerning the incidents a't Rawahgede No. S/ AC. 10/ 76, dated
27th December 1947.
A. Reason for the 'action. During normal patrolling Netherlands patrols
had on various occasions been fired at from kampong Rawahgede. For
this reason the battalion commander concerned gave orders on 8 h
December for mopping up operations to be carried out in the said
kampong. In the night of 8th to 9th December the troops marched odt
and surrounded kamponcr Rawahgede; at 05.30 hours groups of men not
·in uniform opened fire on the Netherlands 1troops who had been posted
to the East of the kampong. The leader ,of the action then decided wifh
part of his 1troops to get rid of these snipers.
B. Troops taking part. The total strength of the Netherlands patrol carrying out 'this operation was 90 men with two 2" mortars assign d to it,
and not, as stated in the Republican memorandum 300 men.
C. With regard to the Annexes I, II ,and III appended to the above memoran1ctu111a few remarks may sLtffice.
With regard 1to Annex I:
Re 1. The action began in the morning of 9th December 1947 at 05.30
hours and ended at 13.00 hours on the same day, and was therefore not, as the Republican memorandum s a1tes, continued from
9th to 121:hDecember.

Re 2. Not m re than 150 dead were counted immediately after the
action. It is quite possible that in the course of the exchange of
fire provoked by the other party, some innocent persons were
killed, because on more than one occasion fire was opened on the
Netherlands patrol from groups of m.:n, which fire was returned.
Moreover none of th opponents was dressed in uniform. While
the karnpong was encircled and searched some men were found
walking through the sawah carrying patjols on their shoulders
but with their tree hand dragging a firearm along. uch persons
were al o fired at by the etherlanders.
With regard to Ann ex II ,

µage 5 Houses burned down:
A total of some 8 to 10 hous were burned down as a result of mortarfire by the Netherlands troops at the m ment when the Netherlands patrol
was fired at from the Eastern side of the kamp ng from machinecrun and
carbines.
As regard Annex 111:

page 6 Re A.
The 12 "unclaimed dead bodies' found were evidently not inhabitants
of Rawahgede, but extremi t from elsewhcr .

8. That, on the acceptance of the foregoing,

lhe Committee's military
assistants will immediately conduct enquiries te establish whether and
where, especially in West Java, elements of the Republican military force$
continue to offer resistance behind the •present forward positions of the
Netherlands forces.
If the enquiry establishes the existenc of such forces, these would withdraw as quickly as practicable and in any case within 21 days, as set
out in the following paragraph .

10. This agreement shall be considered binding uni ss one party notifies the
Committee of Good Office and the other party tha't it considers the
truce recrulations are not being observed by the dther party and that
this agreement should therefore I be terminated.
The following paragraph is to be considered as an add~tion to paragraph
9, if the Republic so wishes:

9. Both parties undertake to facilitate a speedy and peaceful evacuation of
the forces concerned.
The following

(I)

page 7.
There wa no question of an execution at the station. The firing referred
to was a result of the fact that the Netherlands patrol was fired at from a
gro up of people collected there, and the N therlanclers returned their fire.
At most 15 men were killed and ndt 60 as stated in the Republican mc111 randum; nor was there any question of their being stood in a row.
Th e etherlands patro l only fir ed at suspected element who meanwhil '
took to their heels.
Att ention is called to the fa t that there were no women or chi ldr en among
those killed, contrary 'to what the Republican memorandum claim .
It goes without saying that Netherland patrols never fire at villacrer
tha't tay quietly where they are.

explanation is offered in connection with paragraph 10:

The fir t period of 14 days is intended to provide for the Republic an
opportunity of carrying out the provisions of the truce. It is understood
that during /that period even a breach of 'the truce would not be conidered automatically au e f r immediate terminati n.

(2) It i

understood that if breaches occur during th-e fortnightly periods,
the denunciation may take place at the time of the breach, though the
end of ,the fortnightly period would/ have to be awaited before the truce
agr emcnt would be consider d terminated.

(3) To make thi clear, the

etherland delegation have a reed that if the
original paragraph 10 i preferred the following words may be added
after "terminated", 'at the end of the fortnight peri d".

NETHERLANDS DELEGATION
4 January

Batavia, January 7, 1948.

l 948.

Redrafted paragraph and explanation of paragraph 10 of the Netherlands
proposals for a truce agrement submitted informally by the Netherlands
delegation and transmitted informally to the Republican delegation on 4
January and made formal on 9 January 1948.

Sir ,
I have the honour to transmit to you herewith a Memorandum concerning
paragraph (E) of the initial uggestions submitted by the representatives
of the Committee of Good Offices (S/AC. 10/Conf. I/ I/ Rev. I) .
I remain, Sir,
Yo ur obedient Servant,
( Sign d) H. van Vredenburch .

The fo ll owing paragraphs arc arternative
for similar ly numbered
paragraphs in the proposed text of January 2, 1948 for the truce agreement
and may be substitu ,ted if desired by the Republic.
5. ( a) Police officers of one party will not move into and throughout the
the demilitarized zone of ithe other party unless accompanied by a military
assistant of the Commit'tee of Good Offices and a police officer of that
other party.

.JO

To the Chairman of th
Security Council's
Committee of Good Offic es
on the Indonesian Question .

NETHERLANDSDELEGATION
Secretariaat.
Jssue No. 77.
Ag. No. 601/CGD/ST

Batavia, January 6, 1948.
MEMORANDUMSUBMITTED BY THE NETHERLANDSSPECIAL COMMITTEE CONCERNINGPARAGRAPH (E) OF THE INITIALSUGGESTIONS SUBMITTEDBY THE REPRESENTATIVES
Of THE COMMITTEE
Of GOOD OFFICES
(S/AC. 10/Conf. 1/1/Rev. I)
1. Whereas only a sovereign state can have territorial waters the republican Government cannot ~(aim any authority whatever over any part
of the sea.
On the other hand the Netherlands having sovereignty and ultimate
/ authority over the whole of the Netherlands Indies (Indonesia) are
entitled to exercise their sovereign rights in the maritime belt.
Moreover the Republican Government never exercised any authority over
any part of this maritime belt in fact, and in the Linggadjati agreement
no mention was made of the waters adjacent to the islands of Java,
Madura and Sumatra.
2. The questions concerning the supervision of the territorial waters of the
Netherlands Indies have been dealt with in annexes I, II and m, entitled
" h Situation at Sea".
These annexes have already been transmitted informally to the Committee of Good Offices.
3. Moreover the control of foreign and inter-insular commerce of the
"Republic" has been dealt with in the Economic Memorandum of this
D legalion, especially in paragrap,hs 13, 14 and 15, which have been
appended to this document as Annex IV.
4. The memorandum submitted by the Special Committee of the Indonesia
Reoubli~ on 5 D~cember 1947 concerning paragiaph ( e) of the foitial
s ~gg~stions submitted by the Representatives of the Committee of Good
Offices /AC. 10/Conf. 1[1 I) calls furthermore for the following observatiore .
R~ paragraph 2a, This question of the possible losses suffered by the
shipowners because of the investigations carried out by the Royal
Netherla_ndNavy has been treated in paragraph 15 of the aforementioned
Economic Memorandum, reproduc ct in Annex IV. Jt is hereby recalled
that the cargo papers issued in Re ublican ports re ea ed!Y.ao_not taJly
w1
e cargo carnea, t us hampering and unnecessanly prolonging
e mrna~ion. The Neffierl~nds Indies Government have never put any
obstacle m the way of the importation of food clothing medical supplies
etc.
'
'
'
On the contrary, relief ships with this kind of goods have been allowed
to pass to areas temporarily closed to shipping at the commencement of
the police action, in spite of this closure. The observation that the N.I.
Government could prevent the import of these gooas, is, moreover, in

contradiction to the import, export and transport regulations issued,
which make it quite clear that there is no question of any hindrance to
impor a 1011 or conveyance o sucfi goods.
Point 2 sub b

Warships and other vessels have express order not to fire unless the
other side has fired first. Moreover, orders have been issued never under any
circumstances to provoke action. What is stated in this point is therefore
contrary to the facts.
Her Majesty's ships only make use of their arms in the event of absolute
necessity. Such necessity arises:
a) when ships are attacked. Frequently patrolling vessels of the Royal Netherlands avy are fired at from ashore.
b) when ships refuse to obey repeated signals to stop and obviously try
to evade examination.
Re ara raph 3. For the definition of 'legal" and "illegal" shipping
reference is ma e to the Economic Memorandum paragraph 13 and 14.
Re paragraph 4. The subject of the territorial waters has been dealt with
in paragraph I of the present document.
Re paragraph 5. In view of the considerations set forth in the documents
appended to this memorandum, directives regarding the execution of:
a) Interception and search on the high seas;
b) Investigation at the Dutch occupied harbours;
.
c) Compensation of losses to the owners concerned, can only be given by
the Netherlands Indies Government.
Re paragraph 6. The subjects of
a) Sea communications between Republican-held territories and
b) T export f products raised by the Republican population, have been
discussed at length in· the documen s appended to this memorandum.
Furth rmore, the following facts about sea borne frad lo and from
Republican-held ports will contradict that the Republican-held territory is
''b lockaded" or that sea communications of the Republican Government are
"disrupted" by the naval control executed by the Royal Netherlands avy.

a. SUMATRA
As indicated in 'th situatien at sea' about 10% of the coast of Sumatra
i "closed" i.e. the north coast of Sunda traits and part of the east coast
o ween Langsa bay south, nearly to Djambi river. The river itself is "open" .
"Closed" means that previous permission to visit harbours in this area
bas to be asked of the C.i.C. R. .N., at Batavia through the local authorities
ur Netherlands Consufs.
The whole of the JWest coast, th
orth coast and the rest of the East
coast about 90% of the total coast line is "open".
"Open" means that any ship, without previous permission is allowed to
visit t 1ese har6ours prov1ded-s11eca sa on orthe on trol harbours Sabang, Belawan, Tandjoilg -Pinang or Tandjong Priok to show that she carries no
arms and ammu111ions m and ,does not traffic m stolen estate produce during
her outbound voyage.
.
During the month of November the following number of ships from and
to open republican held harbours visited the control ports.

Tg. Pinang was visited by 74 ships bound for Djambi carrying food oft
goods. cigarettes, beverages, salt, soap and sugar.
A!bout the same number of ships left Djambi carrying mostly rubber,
which is locally produced by Indonesians and entirely free for export.
Sabang was visited by 8 ships bound for the republican harbours of Olehleh, Sibolga, Goenoeng Sitoli, Benkoelen Meulaboh, Sinabang and Lho Seumaweh.
The ships carried salt, cigarettes, milk, medical supplies, matches, crunibags, stationery, cosmetics, flour, clothing.
Sabang was visited by 12 ships returning from republican-held ports.
carrying rubber, coffee, ginger, copra, tobacco and keminjen.
Tg. Priok was visited by 2 ships on their way to Kroe Benkoelen and
Priaman.
To the "closed' areas travelled the following ships, (after having
obtained special permissions from the C.i.C. R. .. at Batavia):
To Bagan Si api api
to Bengkalis
to lndragiri
to Pakan Baroe
to Telok Betong

6 ships
18 ,,
(one every two day )
. I ship
I ship
12 ships (one every three days)

total

38 ships.

These ships carried on their way in, textiles, clothing, stationery, writing
material, incense and food and took damar (resin), pepper coffee, tobacco
rubber and about 300 passengers out,

JAVA.
The republican-held territory has few harbours of any significance. The
South coast is 'open". Two ships visited Patjitan bay. The North coast js
"closed". No permits were asked to visit the North coast.
Of this to!aL.Qf about 200 ships that travelled to and from r ublicanheld ports 111the month of Nov mber, about half carried the British ffag, the
o 1 11.al being about qually divided b tween ships under the republican
an - th<!Chinese flags. Very few carried the Siamese flag.
b.

- Whereas ships unde~pu6lican flag are allowed to enter all Netherlands Indies ports and get all facilities and the same treatmJentevery othen
ship gets, ships carrying Dutch flags are prohibited to enter republican-he/cf
ports.
Before the war the majority of in erinsular sea borne trade was carried
by Dutch ships. These lines still serve all parts of Indonesia, including Borneo
and as fndonesia. They are uite ~illing to serve republican-held port~
provid!d th~ Republican Government guaran ees a decent treatment of the
s 11ps and the safety of fhe crews. U till now the Republican Government
has been unable to o-ive this guarantee. These lines could increase sea born
ira e to republican-held harbours manifold.

ANNEX I
NETHERLANDS DELEGATION
THE SITUATION AT SEA.

On October 14th I 46 a truce was signed between the eth rlands Indies
Gov ernmenf and the Government of the Republi of Indonesia. As this truce
concerned itself exclusively with territory of Java Madura and umatra in
which the Republic exercised de facto control according to the status quo
~ that da_y the sea was not menti ned. The. sea was xclusively controlled
by he Royal elherlands avy. The low-tide line was considered the line of
demarcation. Consequ ntly there never have been any Republican territorial
waters. A few time since the truce the R public tried to establish control by
sending out armed ships or by at empts at shelling from shore batteries. These
•ncroachment wer always oppo ed by the Royal etherlands Navy. They
·an only be con id red violations of the Truce.
The I ga l base for the supervision of the territorial waters in the etheriands Indies can be found in the pre-war Territorial Sea and Maritime r as
Orainanc
1939. Netherlands lndie Official Law Collection ( taatsblad)
I 939 No. 4-42 , till in orcc.
The R yal N therlands avy exerci es control over:
importation, shipping and carrying of arm and other war material;
mov ment of arm d groups or individuals from Republican areas into
non-R publican ar a (Ea t-lndonesia and Borneo) in order to instigate
sabotage and ubversive movements;
c. piracy;
d. illegal trade in opium ·
e. illegal fishing;
f. ill gal trad in urr n y valu s ·
g. exportation f unlawfolly seized or obtained property estat -produce)
abr ad.
To clarify existing legisla ion 1) and to a sist bona fide trade, the Nethera.
b.

, ote 1) B fore January 28th 1946 supervision mentioned in para a and b wa
based on pr -war tatulory regulations concerning fire-arms (Netherlands
fndies Official Law C llection (Staatsblad) I 937 o. 170 and I 939 o. 279
. till in force, by which laws the unlicensed possession of arms was declared
lllegal ancl in accordance with the provisions of the etherlands Indies Penal
Code for the protec ion of the ecurity of the State.
The supervision para c i self- vid nt.
Th sup rvision para ct, e and f was based on pre-war legislation concerning opium ( etherland Indies Law Collec ion (Staatsblad) 1927 o. 27
and 280), and corcenninrr fishery (the Territorial Sea and Maritime Areas
Ordinance l 939 above-mentioned and the Inshore Fishery Ordinance, eth.
Indies Official Law Collection (Staatsblad) 1927 o. 144), and the Legi Jation concerning currency-values ( etherlands Indies Official Law Collection
(Staatsblad) 1940 o. 205 and 291).
Before January 28th 1947 he sup rvision para g, was bas d on the laws
of the Netherlands Indies Penal Code concerning theft robbery larceny,
embezzlement and receiving of to! n goods.
-l5

lands Indies Government promulgated Import Ex2.ort and Shi_Qping Regu,.!_!Ons (Netherlands Indies Official Law Collection (Staatsblad 1947 No. 17
and 18).
. .
.
.
The general purpose of the import, e~port and sh1pp1~g Regulations m
regar
o exportation is to safeguard the mterests of the rightful own_ers of
e.s ate produce (see appendix). rt is definitely not aimed against the Indonesian producers. A typical example follows: for export. of rubber from places
North of the line Benakalis, Sibolga an exportlicense 1s needed ( estate produce). Export of rubber South of this line is free as nearly all rubber from
this area can be considered native produce.
It is emphasised that this Order does not restrain or obstruct bona-fi~e
trade. Control necessarily imposes a c rtain amount of delay but that 1s
inevitable.
The activities of the Royal Netherlands
av with regard to foreign
shi pingai="es tr1~y - limit ct to the territo~ial waters in !he Netherlands Indies .
1s clear that ffiese controlmea ures can in no way be mterpreted as blockade
in t ~ 111ernationally accepted ense of the word.
.....-Before the publication of the import, export and shipping regulations,
mentioned above, the control took place at sea.
T e RN_t-.1
relied upon the ships papers. Soon it became evident that th se
pa ers could not be trusted. On several occasions definite irre_gularities were
01.!.n
_d.
thorQugh in pection at sea was impossible as the cargo could not
be m,0ved r unloaded.
- Therefore a routin order was gromulgated by tdecree of th .C.i.C. av_a!
Forces in the Netherlands Indies o. S 221/9 of January 29th 1947, Javase
ouran 1947 o. 121 at the san_:ietime as the import, export and snipping
re u atl.Q.ns. hips to or from all Java and Sumatra harbours had to call at one
o
e following ports: Soerabaja, Semarang, Tandjong Priok, Palembang
Tandjong Pinang, Belawan, Sabang , Emmahave~ for in_spection.
This system intended to allow thorough mspectwn a~d. at the same
t;me keep obstructions to I gal trade down to the utmost m1111mum.Consequent developments showed that legal trade benefited by it considerably.
.
This system did obviously not ut communications between th~ Repu~hc
and the international world as has often been alleged. Later on an mcreasmg
number of falsifications of loading-papers by Republican authorities increased
the time, nee ssary for thorough inspection of ships.
After th Signing of the Agreement of Linggadjat_i the situati?n did not
change. Though article 14 of the ~gr_eement recog_111z~s
the cl~1ms of all
non-Indonesians to restoration of their rights and restitution of their property
the Republican authorities continued their attempt to export estate produce and
the control by the Royal etherlands Navy had therefore to be maintained
as before.
At the beginning of the police-action on July 21st 1947 on the stren~th
of the Territorial Sea and Maritime Areas Or mance 1939 and the Regulation
No. 171 (D.V.O.) Vll A - 3 of the Military Authority of Februari 21st 1942
(Javase Courant 1942 o. 17a) ~he Comm~nde_rin Chief of the Ro a! Netherlands Navy prohibited temporan y all ~av1gation to and from ~ertam Republican areas close to the Areas of achoo. The reasons for this order wer
obv10usl prevention of movements of Republiean troop~ an~ arms t? o_p~~ational areas and safety of bona-fide ships. The coast sections m uestton were
t e Eastern Coast of Sumatra) from Langsa bay squt o DJam 1-nver, e
coast of Sunda-straits Java's north and east coast, the coast of Ma ura ancf
46

part of the south coast of Java near Chilachap (Decree of the C.i.C. aval
Forces fn fhe etherlands Indies No. S 227/20 / 1/7 of June 27th 1947, Javase
Courant 1947 No. 56a and S 227/20 / 1/12 of July 28th 1947, Javase Courant
1947 No. 59).
To and from all other Republican areas (Achin, westcoast of Sumatra)
the extant order however, remained in force.
Ports, occupied by the Netherlands Forces (Cheribon, Probolinggo,
Banjuwangi, Tandjong Pura , Tandjong Balai.Asahan) were re-opened for
trade and shipping as soon as the equipment and the control apparatus of
the Customs and of the Office of Economic Affairs came up to reasonable
requirem ents (Decrees of the C.i.C. of the aval Forces in the Netherlands
Indies No. S 227/20 /1/ 13 of July 28th 1947, Javase Courant 1947 No. 59 and
o. S 227/G/6/24 of August 22nd 1947, Javase Courant 1947 No. 69.
The cease-fire order has stopped all offensive operations from R.N. .
ships a~ainst Republican shore-positions.
Control of shipping at sea is carried on as usual.
To prevent illegal importation of arms to Republican forces some parts
of the coast, mentioned earlier are still closed to all shipping. Permits are
given to bona-fide ships that carry relief goods (food) to the population in
some of these areas and a certain amount of export to barter for these goods
is allowed (Bengkalis, Bagan-siapiapi, Telok Betong) .
(Decree of the C.i.C. of the aval Forces in the Netherlands Indies
No. S 227/0 /7/ 16 of September 13th 1947. Javase Courant 1947 No. 74,
No. S 227/G/ of September 25th 1947).
The unsettled situation existing in the etherlands Indies after the unconditional surrender of Japan, drastically affected the conomic conditions of
the country. It was consequently impossible to exercise control over trade
between the Netherlands Indies and other countries, as existed before the
Japanese agression. The Crisis Export Ordinance of 1939, (annex Crisis
Exoort Regulations o the same year and related official decrees) and th
Fureign Exchange Regulations of 1940, may here be mentioned. In addition
the importation and exportation of fire arms, narcotics and several other
goods and commodities, involving the general welfare, have always been
subjected to certain restrictions.
Owing to the difficulties ensuing from the Japanese capitulation, the
greater part of the state produce in Java and Sumatra was withheld from
the control of the rightful owners. Unauthorized persons took possession of
these products and illicitly endeavoured to export these goods. The lmEort,
Export and Shipping Regulations, promulgated by the Netherlands Indies
overnment on the 28th of January, have in view to restrict, and if possiolc
to abolish the trafficking in stolen goo s. 1t seems hardly necessary to recall
that it is, and always has been a fundamental principle of etherlands Indies
legislation to protect private property whether it be of Netherlands, or foreign
ownership.
It is evident that those having illicitly obtained possession of estate products, and having consequently not been involved in commensurate expense
in its production, are able ;i.nd willing to sell these aoods far below the real
value of world market prices. It is furthermore obvious that these practices
cause the most serious injury to the economy of the Netherlands Indies and
it is equally obvious that the responsible Government endeavour to curtail the

detrimental effects of this illegal and pernicious trade. :Jt may moreover be
mentioned that in many cases goods have been imported into the Netherlands
Indies for which no real need existed while the good imported have frequently
been of so poor a quality that they were unsuitable for use. The resultant
impoverishment of the Netherlands Indies is of all the more importance at a
time when foreign exchange is essential for the rehabilitation and reconstruction of the country.
Fiurthermore it should b borne in mind that the ill gal export trade
greatly contributes to the scarcity of essential foodstuffs and other goods
within the etherlands Indies. Sev~ral products such as sugar and palm
oil are b ing export d from some parts of Java and Sumatra, whilst thes
ame goods are urge,,tly needed in the W;holeof lndone ia.
It IT\ayfinally be recalled that in regard to all such products the distribution of which is internationally controlled, the ether lands lndie; Government
are responsible to ensure that no export takes place other than in accordanc
with internationally agreed allocations.
o absolute prohibition exists for importations into the territory not actually under the authority of the Governmellt of the Netherlands Indies of producer and consumer goods. On the contrary, importation in these territories is
explicitly permitted with the sole exception of military and semi-military
oods, the importation of which requires a general or special permit issued by
or on behalf of the Director of Economic Affairs. The official etherlands
Indies statistics before the war prove that by far the greater part of imported
producer and consumer goods, such as yarns, comestibles, earthenware and
porcelain, gl~ss and glassware, paper wood, cork, vegetable dye-stuffs
furniture, tc, etc. may till be imported freely into the territory referred to.

ANNEX

II

of 29th March 1941 No. 7 (Official Gazette No. 88), of 22nd April 1_9~1
o. 15 (Official Gazette No. 120) and of 11th June 1941 No. 12__(Offlc1~l
Gazette No. 201), to order, that unless covered by ~ gener~l or specific ~erm!t
issued by or on behalf of the Director of Economic Affairs, the followmg 1s
prohibited:
1. the export of all goods from the customs area of the Netherlands Indies.
2. .the export of all goods fron1 the areas _of the Netherlands Indies lying
outside the customs area to other countries.
3
the carriage by sea of goods set out in Schedule I attached hereto from
a. any part of the customs area of the Netherlands Indi lying to the E_ast
of the meridian of 116° E. to any other part of the customs area lymg
to the East of the meridian of 116° E.
3b. the carriage by sea of goods set out in Sche1dudleI1I da~tacthedheretto0 :rf ;;
any part of the customs area of the Nether _a~ s n 1es 0 0 a par
customs area lying to the West of the mend1an of 116 E.
3 the carriage by sea of goods set out in Schedule II ~ttac~ed hereto from
c. any part of the cus oms area of the etherlands Indies ly1~g to the !West
of the meridian of 1115° E. to a part of the customs area lymg to the East
of the meridian of 116° E.
II. This decree shall come into effect on 29th Januari 1947.
Copy etc.
By order of the Lieutenant Governor General
of the Netherlands Indies.
The Government Secretary
(Signed) E. Schokker.
Issued the twenty-eigth of January 1947
The Government Secretary
E. Schokker.

NETHERLANDS DELEGATION
ANNEX
THE SITUATION AT SEA.

DECREE of the Li utenant Governor O neral of the Netherlands
fndies of 28th January 1947 No. 21 (Official Gazette No. 17)
Pursuant to article I of the Crisis Export Ordinanc 1939 crisis-uitvoerordonnantie 1939) (Official Gazette o. 659) as also to article I of the
C_risis Export Regulation 1939 ( Crisis-uitvoer-v~rordening van 1939) ( Off iCial Gazette No. 660), amended by the Regulation of 19th July of 1940
(Offic ial Gazette o. 386);
It i hereby approved and decided:
1. Setting aside article 5 of the Decree of 2nd ovember I 939 o. 2
( Official Gazette o. 66 l), as later ame □ded by the decrees of 19th December 1_9~9No. 21 (Official Gazette No. 714) and of 19th August 1941 No. 1
( Official Gazette No. 365) and setting asid also the decrees of 30th August
1940 o. 1 (Official Gazette o. 439), of 27th September 1940 No. 2 (Official Gazette No. 476), of 1st October 1940 No. 4 (Official Gazette No. 477),
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RegulationGoverningthe movementof goods in the NetherlandsIndies and
between the NetherlandsIndies and foreign countries.
The movem nt of goods between the etherland~ Indies ~n~ Foreign
countries was already before the war subject to vanou restrictions. The
Exchange-Ordinance 01 1940 (Official Gazette 194Q/205) and the Ex~hangee u a 1011 of the same year (Official Gazette 1940/ 29'1) _reg~rdmg the
ex ort and import of goods from and to th~ etherla_nds Indies 11npose on
th~ parties concerned the obligation to obta111a permit from the Exchange
Institute before effecting transactions such a the sale abroad of goods pres~nt
in the Netherlands Indies or the sale in a foreign country of good~ em;natt~g
from the
therlands Jnct'iesor the sal within the etherlands Indies o goo s
to or for account of a non-resident.
,19

.
In addition, other _prohibitivereg~lations exist, such as with regard to the
1mp~rt_andexport of fire-arms, narcotics, and other goods wherein the general
public interest plays a major role.
The extraordinary conditions now existin° in the Netherlands Indies
coupled with the scarcity of go_ods,ne_cessit~t~regulating the import and export
of goods to and from the Indies - in addition to the existing regulations _
while as it is also necessary to restrict the transport of goods by sea from one
place in the Archipelago to another place in the Netherlands Indies.
In this connection it must be borne in mind that many owners - during
and after the war - no longer have their property at their disposal while
other owners are not yet represented in the etherlands Indies.
'
In accordance with the laws existing in the etherlands Indies and in
~ccordance_with the accord ~rrived at d_uringthe Political discussions regard~ng _themaintenance of the rights of prtvat property the new regulations for
the import, export and transport over sea have been compiled inter alia with a
view to the necessary protection of these owners.
'
B Dec~e7 of the Lieutenant Governor General of 28th January 1947
o. 21 Official Gazette No. 17), pursuant to the Crisis Ordinance 1939
( Official Gazette 1939 No. 659), the export of al! goods from the customs
area of the Netherlands Indies situated outside the customs area to foreicrn
c.£._untries.
iLl!_~w pro~i?i.ted1 t~e Director of Economic Affairs being empo~ered to lift this proh1b1t1on,either 1by general or special permit.
In the same Decree is furthermore prohibited the transport by sea of
goods, mentioned in Schedule I, attached to the Decree, from any part of the
customs area of the etherlands Indies, situated East of the meridian 116° E.
to another part of the customs area, similarly situated east of the meridian
116° E. (t~ covers consequently transport from East to East).
Furthermore this Decree prohibits the transportation by sea of the goods
mentioned in Schedule II of this Decree, from any part of the Customs Area
of the Netherlands Indies to those parts situated West of the meridian 116° E.
(thus transport from East to West and West to West), as well as the transport
thereo from any part of this Customs area situated West of the meridian
116° E.L. to the part situated East of the said meridian, (thus the transport
from West to East).
In this connection it must be noted that the movement of goods from the
Customs area of the etherland Indies to places outside the Customs area of
e Netherlands Indies is not considered as "transport" but as "export" and
consequently is prohibited as described above.
Coi:n~ari~onbetween the abovementioned Schedules 1 and II, deary shows
that a distinction has b en made between interinsular traffic East of the abovementioned meridian (which runs through Lombok Straits about I½ 0 East
of Bandjarmasin) and the remaining interinsular traffic.
The reason for this is to upset the normal, bona-fide, prahoetraffic between
East Borneo and Celebes and furthermore in the entire area of East-Indonesia
as li_ttle as yossible. The traffic from East to East is consequently only
restricted with regard to the most important food-stuffs (maize, rice, cane~ugar, salt an9s~go~, the free transport of which might lead to, disturbances
m the local d1stnbuhon of those commodities.
Furthermore, in the traffic East to East, the transport of machinery and
vehi~les including accessories, is subjet to license, since these goods are
required for the reconstruction of the economic life of the country, which
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reconstruction might be injured by the injudicious and uncoordinated movement of these goods from one place to another.
Finally, all so-called "military goods" must be accompanied by a permit
(namely a. goods suitable for military purposes, b. goods suitable for the manufacture of the items mentioned under a. including gasoline and lubricants) ,
which is necessary from a point of view of safety.
For the traffic from West to East and vice versa, as well as traffic from
West to West, the regulations are more stringent.
In the first place the inter-insular prahoe-traffic is less intensive than
East of meridian 116° E., while moreover the protection of the rights of
owners as mentioned above is of more importance among other things, because
of the fact that the the export from the etherlands Indies to other countries
in mainly directed via the Western part of the Archipelago.
For these reasons the following goods require a license when being
transported :
I. Citronella oil
16. nutmegs
2. copal
17. palm oil
3. copra
18. pepper (black & white)
4. copra cakes
19. rattan
20. rubber (hevea) manufactured or
5. damar
6. jelutong
not
7. mace
21. rice
8. gambir in blocks
22. sugar( cane-)
9. gutta percha
23. tobacco
I 0. hides and skins
24. tapioca flour
I 1. cinnamon
25. tea
12. kapok
26. tin
12. quinine bark, quinine and qui- 27. cattle
nine salts
28. fibres (hard rope-)
14. coffee (in parchment or hulled). 29. salt.
15. Maize
Here again further restrictions are imposed with a view to the rehabilitation of the Netherlands Indies, and in view of the public safety.
Finally there is a restriction1on the transport of gold and silver, since the
transfer of these precious metals could lead to undesirable consequences for
the monetary position of the Netherlands Indies.
As has be n said above, the issue of the necessary permits has been
placed in the hands of the Dir~ctor of Economic Affairs who, by his Decree of
28th January 1947 No. 1 has delegated this function to the Export Bureau,
which is part of this Department, while in such places where there is no
Export Bureau, but where the Customs and Excise Service is stablished, it
is delegated of the Senior Officer of that service.
It can n·evertheless occur, that in some small places neither a representative of the Export Bureau, nor an official of the Customs and Excise Service is represented; in such cases the person concerned is enti_tledto proceed
by the shortest possible route to the nearest ~etherlands Indies por~1 where
there is such an authority, so that he can obtam the necessary permit there.
In this connection the Decree of the Director of Economic Affairs provides a general license for the transport of the good set out in Schedules I and
II, from the place of loading to the nearest port as mentioned above.

The same Deer e of the Director of Economic Affairs also embodies a
gene!:_alpermi for the export from those parts of the customs area of the
Netherlands Indies which are not de facto under the authority of the Government oi the Netherlands Indies, with the exception of estate-products, so that
the so-called ,,native produce" may be export ct freely from the said custom
area.
The reason for this is, that in the case of these ,,native" products the
principle of ownership set out above, plays a different role, than in the case
of estate produds.
In the granting of this 11eneral permit it has been realised however that
certain products, which come from the areas in question, cannot be other than
estate-products. For that reason th refore it is decreed, that all goods coming
from the areas not actually under the authority of the Government of the
Netherlands Indies may •be exported with the exception generally of quinine
bark, quinine salts , tea, palm oil, and urfher as regards Java and Madoera,
cof.fee, rubb r, cane sugar, tobacco, and rop fibres and as regards Sumatra
to the north of the line Bengkalis, Sibolga, ambir in blocks rubber, tobacco,
and rope fibres.
In connection with the r habilitation of the etherlands Indies and owing
to military reasons , the exceptions also include machinery and means of
transport with their spares , petrol, lubricatina oils and coal, while the export
of gold and silver from the areas in question, as well as legal tender of the
etherlands Indies, is forbidden for monetary-financial reasons.
For the sake of comp! teness it must be mentioned that the inte.ntion
is, whiJe paying due regard to the already existing legal restrictions, to leave
import from other countries tre , insofar as there is no question of socalled
military goods.
The Commander in Ohief of the avy has decre d on, 28th January 1947
that a I ships (with the exception of the native prahoe-fle t which trade to
an from Sumatra, Java and Madoera, must call at certain ports and subject
themselves to insp ctjon for contraband oods. For ships, which are destined
for Soerabaja, Semarang, Tandjong Priok, Palembang, Belawan and Emmahaven, this is not necessary, as these ships will be inspected at their destination
for the above mentioned goods.
..
This connects up with the Ordinanc of the Lieutenant Governor General
of 28th January 1947 No. 22 (Official Gazette o. 18) (Import Ordinance
1947) in whi · ·
initel rohibited to im ort.
A. goods suitable for military purposes, among others, weapons of all sorts,
ammunition, gunpowder, explosives, gun carriages, caissons, army
trucks, armour plate and barbed wire
B. unless with a permit issued by or on behalf of the Director of Economic
Affairs:
1
I. goods suitable for the manufacture of the goods mentioned sub A.
among others machinery, instruments, high speed tool ·steel steel
and copper wire, oxygen, sulphur, pitch and alcohol.
2. vehicles, aircraft, means of transport, railway material, telegraph,
radio-telegraph and telephone, material, fuel and lubricants ,
uniforms etc.
3. gold and silver, ether lands rndies or other paper-money.
The reasons which have led to these import prohibitions need no
further explanation after what has been said above in regard to their
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export an'ct transport. It should be said however, that the Import Ordinance 1947 and its contents do not detract from the already valid import
restrictions.
If therefore no goods are found, the import of which is prohibited as
laid down above, in normal circumstances the ship will be immediately given
permission to continue its voyage by the aval Commander or lby the Senior
Naval Officer or by the harbourmaster concerned.
To sum up, the new regulations taken together imply the following:

As regardsexport.
All export is prohibited, unles covered by a permit from the Director
of Economic Affairs, with the exception of the export of native produce from
the customs area of the Netherlands Indies, which is not de facto under the
authority of the etherla11dsIndies Government.
In addition transport preceding export, in which the ship proceeds along
the shortest route to the nearest port to obtain a permit, is allowed.

As regards inter-insulartraffic.
The carriage of goods m ntioned in the Schedules I and II attached to
the Decree of the Lieutenant Governor General of the Netherlands Indies of
28th January o. 21 (Official Gazette No. 17).
a. to the East of 116° of essential foodstuffs, of good n cessary to th
rehabilitation of the etherlands Indies and of military goods.
b. to the West of the same meridian as also from the West to the Ea t of
the meridian and vice versa, of essential foodstuffs, of export products,
of goods destined for the rehabilitation of the etherlands Indies, anrd of
military goods and of goods of a mon tary-financial natur e.

As regardsimport.
Only the import of military and semi-military goods is prohibited,
whereby the already existing legal restriction remain in force.
28th January 1947.

ANNEX IV

Extractsfrom EconomicMemorandum
of the NetherlandsDelegation.
Regulations and restrictions regarding sea traffic before the police action
(regulations of 28/1 '47)
13. Io lucidation of the regulations of January 1947 regarding commercial traffic by sea - regulations which the ~epublican Government, with
complete dfsregard for the acfual facts, has repeatedly attempted to represent
as an economic blockade - it seems advisable to outline the ·situation as
it had developed in fndonesia before the war.
The inter-insular goods trarffic in Indonesia and the goods traffic between
Indonesia and foreign countries were subject to various restrictions. The most
important relevant regulations are: the Crisis Export Ordinance (Crisis
Uitvoer Ordonnantie) of ·t939, Government Gazette (Staatsblad) No. 658 and
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the Crisis Export Regulation (Crisis Export Verordening) of the same year,
Government Gazette (Staatsblad) No. 660, and the pursuant executive
regulations, together with the Exchange Ordonance .(Deviezen Ordonnantie)
of I 940, Government Gazette (Staatsblad No. 205, and the Exchange
Regulation (Deviezen Verordening) of 1940, Government Gazette (Staatsblad) No. 291.
The ai111of these regulations was to bring about a system which made
it possible in he- interests of the community (e.g. with regard to food
supplies) to impose restrictions on the commercial intercourse between the
various islands of the lndian Archipelago, the urpose of exchange control
being in the interest of purchases necessary for t e communify, to make the
bes vossible use, through an exchange fund, of currencies obtained in foreign
countries by the export of goods.
Wfiile post-war conditions of scarcity of commodities and acute shortage
of foreign exchange made it imperative that these regulations should be most
rigidly enforced, the Republican Government made use of these conditions
apparently for politica reasons by conveying, to the detriment of the
m abitants of certain localities, scarce products to other parts of the Netherlands Indies, and by exporting commodities to foreign countries which were
ugent ly needed in the country itself. This may be illustrated by the considerable republican exports of rice,. sugar, coco-nut oil and copra, all articles
which were needed by the Indonesian community.
This i,llegal trade, which is counter to the interests of the community,
moreover misused the circumstance that long after the Japanese occupation
considerable quantities of arms and ammunition were stored in various places
in the Netherlands Indies, by supplying arms and other articles of this nature
to other 9istricts, where these supplies in conjunction with 'the infiltration of
Republican !fighting groups increased public insecurity.
In this connection we may point to military infiltrations in Bali, CeJebes,
South and East Borneo. Repeatedly Republican proas, heavily laden with
machjne-guns, carbines and handgren·ades attempted to cross from Cheribon,
Toeban and Probolinggo to Borneo and Celebes.
In addition the T.R.I. regularly planned raids on Bali from Banjoewangi
of which occasionally Balinese in kampongs (Tabanan) were the victims.
Adjacent foreign countries, which in many cases insufficiently controlled
their exports, unfortunately added to the impairment of public security by
the import, in exchange for commodities exported by the Republicans, of
military and semi-military articles.
Finally it should be pointed out that a state of economic disorganization
existed in the Netherlands Jndies after the Japanese occupation, because many
owners of Western concerns and plantations had been expelled from their
properties by the Japan ese and the majority interned, these owners being
una61e to return aifter the Japanese surrender owing to the unsettled conditions
prevailing at the time. As a result large quantities of plantation products
had accumulated in the interior, whence they could easily be removed by
unauthorized traders.
In spite of numerous protests from the Netherlands Indies Government,
the Republican Government has not only countenanced this illicit trade, but
even encouraged it, so that v.ast quantities of these products were smuggled
.to foreign countries where, as a rule, they were sold far below their real
value. Apart from its illegitimate character, this export trade is to be condemned, because it has seriously injured the exchange position, at the expense
of the entire population, who received inadequate supplies in exchange for
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valuab le Indonesian products. Moreover these imported supplies mostly
consisted of commodities which were either unfit for use or not of primary
importance.
In order to _put a stop to these intolerable conditions, the Netherlands
Indies Government, after several earnest but vain attempts to arrive at a
so u ion in consultation with the Republican Governm~Qt, on 28th January
1947 pu ·nto operation a complete import, export and transport system.
The regulations of 28th January 1947, which maintain the exchange
control system, are based on the rfollowing principles:
a. the import, export and transport system must never hinder the distribution
of food supplies; on the contrary, wherever possible it should be conducive to a better delivery of primary food supplies;
b. the transport of scarce native products must be made subject to a system
of permits;
c. transport and export of military and semi-military goods, as well as of
goods required for the industrial rehabilitation must be partly prohibited,
partly be possible only with permission from the competent military and
civil authorities;
d. the transportation and export of estate produce cannot be permitted in
those cases where the interes s of the rightful owners are prejudiced
because the latter have no say in the transactions concerned;
e. importation of military and semi-military goods is either to be prohibited
or to be made subject to a permit.
When these measures - which are entirely in k eping with the sovereign
rights over Indies waters exercised by the Netherlands - are viewed in the
light of existing pre-war regulations and the most serious economic plight
of fodonesia at the end of the war, the absolute necessity of these measures
is at once evident, the more so as apparently th•e Republican Government
began to make use of the prevalent chaotic conditions to take "economico political" steps at the expense of the seriously impoverished Indonesian
community.
That this further impoverishment of. the Indonesian community for the
sake of a "fighting fund" in foreign exchange, and mostly for the good of
a small group of privileged officials (both civil and military) is no empty
phrase, may be illustrated by the figures of the calculated extent of trade
outside Netherlands control between the Republican areas and Malaya and
Singapore. I~
period from the Japanese c;apitulation to the end of Nov mber 1947 this ''trade" result d in a: nett loss of joreigrr exchange to Indonesia
o rouahl Straits d...allacs-265,QOQ,OOO.- T e illicit exports, i.e. the unlawful exportation of goods at the expense
of rightful owner , amounted during the same period to not less than Straits
o tars 115,000,000.-.
Measures of 28/1 '47 always applied in the most lenient possible manner.

14. In order. to interfere as little as possible with the commercial
relation, between the Republicans and foreign countries, a regulation was
issued by the Director of Economic Affairs, on the same date as the abovementionecf measures, stating that, in o far as Republican controlled area·
were concerned, in deviation from the regulations affecting foreign exchange,
,he export of all goods, with the exception of estate products and goods
destined for industrial rehabilitation , was permitted.

It should be remarked that this general permission involved a considerable loss to Indonesia of foreign exchange. For in this way a continuous
flow of goods was withdrawn from the Indies currency-system, .while as a
<-e
sult of the very disadvantageous basis of exchange immoderate profits
fell to foreign traders.
That consequently this commerce between the Republican areas and the
Malayan peninsula remained considerable, will appear from the following
figures,
Exports to
( in millions of Str. )
Imports from
peninsula
peninsula
167
2nd half of 1946
19
132
43
1st half of 1947
As appears from the principles mentioned above sub a - e, the importation of all goods to Republican areas is entireJy unrestricted in so far, of
course, as it aoes not involve military or semi-military goods.
The above-mentioned import and export system therefore does not in
:my way interfere with the economic machinery of the Republican Government, in so far as it is on a legitimate basis. The same applies to the interinsular traffic.
The only restriction of any importance, which applies not only to the
Republican Government but also to the territories 1 .mder etherlands control,
is that the transport of arrricultural food produce such as rice and maize, i
subject to a system of permits in order to ensure the best possible distribution
of food supplies in the interest of the Indonesian population who mainly
depend on these products.
When therefore the Republican Government wishes to export from the
territories under its control, rice and maize to other localities in the
Atchipelago a permit is requested from the etherlands Indies Government
(Department of Economic Affairs) in so far as normal and not "political'
supplies of food are concerned, this permit is always granted.
When in May 1947 the Republican Government wished to export rice
and maize from East Java to areas where there was a shortage, and objected
to the delay expected from the permit-system, the Netherlands Indies
Government immediately took steps to prevent delay by ordening the Royal
Netherlands Navy not to· deflect the transport ships to some port for examination, but to conduct a superficial examination at sea so that the ships
could continue towards their destination.
The standpoint adopted by the Netherlands Indies Government with
regard to food suplies, and to which it still adheres, appears from a telegram
sent in this connection by the Department of Economic Affairs to its representative at Soerabaja on 22nd March 1947, which reads,
"338 In consequence our regulation 28 January transport rice maize unoc' cupied Java to Madura permits BUZ (i.e. export of.fice) however unintended
"hinder traffic stop Decided following procedure colon Navy stops proas,
"Commander wires avy Commander Soerabaja, latter each case telephones
"for your permi:ssion stop Request your cooperation permission always grant
:.readily enable Navy Commander promptly order release of stopped proas".
On this point no more complaints have been made by the Republican
Government.
For a correct appreciation of the position at that time - i.e. before
the police action - one should bear in mind the strong contrast existing
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between the attitude of the etherlands Indies Government with regard to
food supplies, and the attitude adopted by the Republican Government.
Although the Netherlands Indies Government had abundant reasons to
suspect that the Republican Government made an improper use of the shipments of rice permitted, by allotting this rice exclusively to the T.R.I. (T .. I.)
instead of distributing it to the population, or by smuggling this rice - e.g.
from Madura - to foreign countries, the Netherlands Indies Government,
as explained above, tried to meet the Republican Government's wishes as
much as possible.
The Republican Government on the contrary, maintained the food blockade by land (vide Re A.), whi,le furthermore Republican publications which
fell into the hands of Netherlands authorities, show that before the police
action the Republican Government also attempted to prevent, with all the
means at its disposal, the transportation of rice by sea to the areas under
Netherlands control. Thus in the course of 1946 the coast of Japara was
closed by the Republican Government to prevent the existing smuggling trad w
from selling food stuffs to the ' opponents". The Republican Government
further ordered a "policy of restriction" to be carried out in the Residency
of Pekalongan with reg a rel to the export of goods ( read, food stuffs) to
'enemy occupied territories'.

Same leniency applied by Royal Navy in its control.
15. The Royal Navy during it control at sea - for its duties included
the enforcement of the regulations of 28th January 1947 - was equally
mindful of the interests of the freighters and owners concerned.
The ships stopped for control were therefore xamined as quickly as
possible and immediately rel ased when no infringements were found.
In some cases (vide above food shipment ) the examination was ev n
reduced to a minimum, and pennis ion wa granted telegraphically.
Although the right of the Navy to exercise police control at sea are
fully acknowledged in International Law, and although according to international rules the extra-expenses incurred by the exercise of these rights ( detour
expenses, anchorage fees, loading costs etc.) are charged entirely to the ship's
account, the etherlands Indies Government has gone so far as to charge
to their account the unloading and stowing expenses resulting from the
examination of the cargo when no infringements were committed.
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CHINESERESIDENTS
OF BANDJARNEGARA
(Mid ..Java)

NETHERLANDS DELEGATION

Secretariat. '
Issue No. 4.

RESTRICTED.

Batavia, 4 December 1947.
Sir,

I •

have the honour to request the earnest attention of the Committee of
Good Offices for the following matter.
prominent Chinese re iden,t of Semarang has given a report of the
removal of about 2000 Chinese residents of Bandjarnegara (Ban,joemas) by
brigands and the deplorable condition in which they are now compelled to
live.
I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The related facts are the following.
'In the noon time of the 2nd of August, the Chinese residents had been
ordered by the native brigands to evacuate to Goenoeng Alang, and
later, part of them to Goenoeng Djati, a distance of about fifteen kiJometers from the town itself.
This ha,d been performed aft r the Regent of Bancljarnegara, R. Soemitro Kolopaking, had b en overpowered by the native brigands, said
to have been the retreating brigands from Tega( and Poerbolinggo.
The Regent of Bandjarnegara, R. Soemitro Kolopaking, is in fact a man
of character and of principles, and had he not b n overpowered by such
brigands of Japanese inheritance, the situation would have been ,different.
The rumour even has it that the Regent had been murdered.
The fact that the Chinese residents had been evacuated as lat e as the
2nd of Aucrust, proved the tactfulness of the Regent to cope with the
situation against the local so-called army, and, if m,y informants were
correct, the loss of such a Regent is a matter to be regretted, not only
by the Chinese community at Ban,djarnegara, but also by the Dutch
Government.
On the 8th Sept rnber, two Chinese houses had been burnt down - one
Toko Batavia, and the other the house of Mr. Oei Gwan Jang. Chinese
properties have, of course, been looted to the skin - bag and bacrgage.
Although the rest of the Chinese houses are still intact, yet combustible
materials had been prepared in all those houses ready to be fated to
ar on only at a moment's notic .
As late as the 26th of September, the situation of the Chinese evacuees
had become worse and worse for reasons of being underf ed. Each
person had been rationed with only I 00 grammes of rice per day, and
they need salt very badly. The rainy season had and still has become
the cause of a world of miseries to them, for being underfed, underclothed
exposed to open, air and packed up in small village houses, sickness,
chiefly malaria, dysentery and beri-beri, became the order of the day. In
the fir t month of their evacuation, they still had some money with them
to buy extra food from the villagers, but unfortunately, their funds are now
said to be running low. The worst may come to the worst within short ?
So far my informants could not ascertain, whether or not there had been
Chinese residents who had been murdered, although a reservat ion of
some fear to this end is justifiable".
01
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In the meantime additional evid ence has been obtained to the effect
that the Chinese quarter of Bandjarnegara has been completely burnt down
and the entire civilian, population shifted elsewhere.
It would seem highly desirable that an immediate investigation be
carried out into this matter and it would be greatly appr eciated if the Committee of Good Offices would take the nec essary measures to institute such
an investigation.
The Netherlands Indi es Governm ent has asked me to give th e assurance
that the competent authorities will give all the assistance needed to accommodate the victims within our territory.
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REPORT

I hav e the honour to be,
Sir,
Your Obedient Servant,

I

.

I

on

(S igned) iR. Abdulkadir Widjojoatmodjo .
To the Chairman
of the Security Council's Committe e of Go od Offic es
on the Indonesian Question.
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COMMITTEE REPRESENTING THE
NETHERLANDS
Government with the committee of good
offices

Secretariat
Issue No. 93.

Batavia, December I t, 1947.
ir,
1With
a view to the forthcoming di cussions regarding the detcn ion of
political prisoners, I have the honour to draw the attention of the Committee
of Good Offices to the following report of Dr. F. J. Nainggolan, member of
the Provisional Council of the Da erah Jstimewa East Sumatra , on arrests
and acts of violence, carri d out on behalf of the Governm ent of the
Republic in East Sumatra (Sumatra Timoer) in the month preceding the
police action by the ether lands Gov rnrnent, and since that time.
Although i had be n asserted by the republican radio that all political
prisoners and int rnecs had been relea eel "by the Parties on behalf of th\e
people" (Rakjat)",
th~re still remain hull'dr, ds of persons of both sexes in
various internment camps or in the custody of th e Republican police at
Raya near Berastagi or of the lasjkars (people's army, irre g ular forces) at
Boh Birong Oelo near Pematang
lanitar and Kampoeng Merdeka (the
former Kampoeng Keling) in the same region.
About two weeks before the police action there wer again large scale
arrests, which were continued during and aft r the action. On July 21st a
large scale massacre of in1ternee took plac e from which 011ly a few escaped.
Some of the survivors now have a large scar on the back of th ir head ,
the vestiges of an attempt to behead them, according to the testimony of an
eye-w itness, who spok e to four wounded persons in the hospital "Timor traat" at Medan, all of whom succeeded in escaping the massacre at
l<ampoeng Merdeka near Berastagi 0111 July 29th.
noth r example is the
case of Radja lmbang, whos brother wa beheaded and who was hims elf
severely wound ed on th back of his head; he pretended to b dead and
dragged himself in the night through a ravine and a wood to a etherlands
post, thus saving his life.
A list of names of some persons, known to have been arrested by
order of the Republican Regent, and of persons abduc ed ~ (and of whom
it is not known whether they are still alive, nor their wh ereabo uts) follows:
I. The wife of the Sibaja k (autonomous ruler) of Lin ga (Raban Djahe)
with six childr en and the moth er of the ibajak.
2. The Sibajak of Sarinembah with his wife anti three children.
3. The wife of the ibajak of Baro Djah e (Berastagi) with two children,
two brother
of Th e ibaja k th mother of the Siwajak and two
tepmothers.
4. The moth er and sister of
aradja i Simbiring, at pres nt an official in
th
th rlands civil ervic e at B erastagi.
- The Sibajak of oeka.
6. The wife of Pakoe Tamboen (at present district magistrate at
Berastagi) with ·six children .
7. The wife of P l in Tam boon , district magistrate in the Netherlands
civil service at Kaban Djahe, two children and a broth er.
8. Petrus Baroes, his two wives and fift en chi ldr en.
9. The wife, six children and one grandchild of the above mentioned
Radja lmban g.
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10. The widow and two children, of th murdered Radia Malam.
l l. The wife and three children of Mangkat Brahmana, market superintendent of Kaban Djahe.
12. Ndabi Karo-karo with his wife and Ix children, two grandchildren
his mother-in-law and sister.
1-3. The three wives of Tamboe Poerba with nine children.
14. The wife of lhe teacher Haroen and five children.
15. The wife of Radja Morah of Sarinembah.
16. f. Moesa, son of the Sultan of Langkat, abducted from P. Countan
on July 29th to an unknown destination.
It is uncertain whether he is till alive.
On July 29th 1947, the police a ti n had reached as far as Berastagi.
On July 31st 1947 Mr. Naingg_olan Warouw, her ixte_n year old ~aught r
Zus Nainggolan, and Mis Watt1mena (a nur c) were kidnapped, their ho~se
ransacked and set fire to. On Augu t 28th, th y w re murdered after having
been taki n from one kampong to th other. Mr . ainggulan had lived f r
twelve years in her dwelling, , ituated 1 ½ kilometer from 8'erastagi. Miss
Wattimena lived next door to Mrs. Nainggolan and she had lived there for
111.ore
than seven years. Th names of the kidnappers who are all members
of the "Harimau Liar" (Wild Tiger) are:
Dahlan Poerba Karo-karo;
Gemoek Karo:.karo;
Hassan Gimting;
Dam i Taringin;
Mapa! Karo-karo;
' On July 31st, a bus with fift n bound m 11pa cd the town Kaban
Diah ', says the police report of Kaban Djahe. The bus c~me fr?m the
direction of Sariboedolok and went w tward towards T1ga Brnanga.
even of these men were natives of Toba and wer unloaded at the orders
of Bindjai Tarigan at Kampoeng Katjariboe with the instruct(on: "They are
Nica (Netherlands Indies Ci11il Administration) sples. /nvest1gate and then
murder them". Th oth r wer murdered at Kadibata.
In the course of a patrol to Djoemaradja (near Berastagi) twenty newly
killed men were found. ldelltity unknown.
According to an eye-witnessreport, the general situation in the area
between Berastagi, Kaban D.jahe and Baros Djah is as follows:
As a result of an order issued by the Republican, authorities that a
vacuum of five kilometers radius must be made round every town, occupied
by the Netherlands forces, all the Batak kam.pongs si~uated in the ~reas of
Berastagi-Kaban Djahe Bar?s ~jahe. and which ar~ occupied, arc
being depopulated. The population 1 dnvcn away by the irregular forces
Harimau liar and Halilintar and carried off. Only the old people are allowed
to remain.
The well-known Batak kampongs with their hundred years old council
house and family hous s are deserted. Only cattle is left. Dogs, pigs, hens,
even cows are straying around. while all houses are deserted and broken
down.
The population 'living in the areas east of the line Ber~s_ta i-Kaban
Djah e were moved from the south, beyond Soeka to Pert1b1 near the
Tapanoeli border. The population of the above mentioned line were moved
to Tiga Binanga in the direction of Kota Djahe (A jeh) .
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On account of the terrain conditions of the Karo plateau roaming
bands are able to maintain themselves and terrorise the whole area and
compel the people to 1nake the 5 kilometer vacuum. By the threat, that
whoever remains in this zone is a Nica (follower) and therefore to be

eliminated.
Thus the Karo Plateau is deserted by the population, who are driven
away by the lasjkars. The Karoplateau formerly provided the lowlying
plains around Medan with vegetables and potatoes and flowers, which were
even transported by boat to other i lands.
On November 11th 1947 news was rec iv: d in Medan from the Ngradjai
imbering, civil servic official at .Berastagi, that
l.

at the end of the last week of October the Kampong Pertjoreian wa
partly burned down.
2. Barondjahe was partly burnt down on November 5th.
3. On October 16th, l I council houses were burnt down in Karnpong
Berastagi.
4. Kampoeng Pradja wa c mpl tely burnt ,down on October 11th.
5. Half of the kampong Kadibata wa burnt down.
On October 25th I 947, a Toba Batak woman and her five children
w re kidnapped by the Harimau Liar, after her hu band had b en
murdered a week pr vi u ly,
he herself had ucce ded in g.: ting away
and was res u d by the military patr I and had r ported the abov~ to the
civil service official at Berastagi.
Th re is evidence that the Republican Regent Rakoeta imbiring has
written a letter to the villag head of Baros Djahe, ordering him to have
the two daughters of th above-m ntioned Radja Imbang Selat and
her sister conveyed to Tiga Binanga, ost nsibly to protect them from the
Harimau Liar.
The above merely contains a few cxampl s of acts perpetrat d in tht;
territory of Eastern Sumatra (Sumatra Timo r). The facts reported by Dr.
Nainggolan appear to be of a nature to merit an in1vestigation by the
Committee of Good Offices. The compel nt authorities of the Netherlands
Indies Government will imme,diately receive th necessary instructions to
assist the Committee of Good Offices in every respect, should it be decided
to hold such an investigation.
1 have the honour to be,
Sir,
Your Ob dient Servant,
(Signed) Abdulkadir Widjojoatmodjo.
To the Chairman
of the Security Council
Committee of Good Offices
on the Indonesian Question.
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13 Dec mb r 1947.

NETHERLANDS DELEGATION

MEMORANDUM:

Secretariat.
Issue No. 24.
Ag. No .: 410/ CGD/SC / Corr.

of the Netherlands Delegation on the development of the
military situation in Madura since 4th August 1947.
Military situation on 4th August 1947.

l . On 4th August 1947 at 24.00 hours the

therland fore s had occupied:

Bangkalan: the capital of the Regency of Bangkalan;
Pamekasan: th re idcntial capital and actual capital of th Regency
of Pamckasan;

Tjamplong: a place on the coa t, in the district of Sampang.
2. The area - as ub equently describ d in the announcement by th
Lieutenant Governor-General on 29th August 1947 - was declared to
b
therlands occupied t rritory, but with the reservation that tlze areas
outside it were to be patrolled by Netherlands forces in the event that

any activity what oever should be developed. from that area on the part
of the Republicans u ith the object of impeding the restoration of order,
/0111 and security and/ or endangering the safety of the Netherlands posts.
Period from 4th August to the beginning of November 1947.

3. On 6th August, at the request of the population of Blega, this place
was occupied and the safety of the main road Bangkalan-Blega-Sampang-Pamekasan was assured by the occupation of Sampang.
The occupation of Arosbaja.

4. Upon the occupation of Bangkalan by the Netherlands forces the
Republican forces in that district, with their leader, had placed themselves at the disposal of the Netherlands commander.
The military situation in the Bangkalan was, th refore, perfectJy quiet,
until new Republican forces, were moved from Toeban (N. coast of
Java) to Arosbaja.
5. From that moment Bangkafan was repeatedly attacked and the main
road from Bangkalan to Pamekasan was threatened, so that the Netherlands commander was compelled to order the occupation of Arosbaja.
This was done on 20th August 1947.
Ketapang brought under direct Netherlands control.

6. At the urgent request of the population of Ketapang - on the N. coast
of the island - early in September a patrol was carried out from Sampang to that place, a number of Chinese held by the Republican forces
in the immediate vicinity of Ketapang being released.
7. The patrol itself met with no resistance from Republican troops and
continued the patrol unhinder d to the Netherlands post of Arosbaja.
8. Obviously as a result of their friendly attitude to the etherlanders, the
population f the district of Ketapang wa fr m that mom nl continually
troubled by Republican fighting groups so that the Netherlands commander felt obliged regularly to send Netherlands patrols to this place, which
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sometimes stayed in that district for some days ditions t here.

Occupation of Pakong.
9. The Republican military commander of Madoera Chandra Hassan (recently arrested in the district of Probolinggo) had ordered his troop
vigorously to carry through the infiltration into Netherlands-held territory,
to harass the Netherlands troops with every means at their disposal and
th us to hinder the restoration of order, law and security as well as
economic rehabilitation.
This can be substantiated by the order in
question, dated 14th September 1947 and signed by the afor em ntionecl
Chandra Hassan, which fell into N etherlands hands.
I 0. The aggressive action resulting from this order {which was in particular
directed against Pamekasan, was led and stimulated from Pakong (N.
of Pamekasa11)1 so that the Netherla nds commander felt obliged 'to have
this place occupied, which was done early in October.
11. This brought he Regencies of Bangkalan and Pamekasan of the
Residence of Macloera completely under Neth rlands control, their
capitals having already been occupied on 4th August.

Development of the situation since the beginning of November.
12. Since the occupation of Pakong and the nearby district capitals Peganlenan the Repub lican centres of rr sistance moved to the district of
Soemenep, whence 'the attacks upon Pamekasan were continued.
13. Positive reports were also received concerning extensive preparation
,for the destruction of objects of vital economic importance to the whole
of I ndonesia (a salt-block plant) and salt stocks in the district of Soeme,!e?, which if carried into effect, would seriously endanger the salt
posItmn of the whole popu lation. This will be dealt with in further detail
in a separate economic report on Madoera.
14. In order to put an end to further Republican attempts effectively to
impede the restoration of law, order and security, and in order to prevent
the. execution of the destructions referred to in paragraph 13, it was
decided at the earnest request of the population and it leaders to quell
fo r good the centre of resistance in Soemenep and also to briner the rest
of the i land under Netherlands control.

Occupation of Soemenep.
15. On 9th November

17.
18.
19.

destroyed.
On I 0th November following, a patrol to Soemenep and the surrounding
country was prepared at Ooeloekgoeloek.
On 11th
ovember this patrol reached lenteng-Soemenep and the salt
area of Kaliangat, successively.
On 12th November communications between Peganfe11a11
and Soemenep
were restored and the road could be used by vehicles.
On 12th November an L ST landed near Kaliangat with relief goods for
the population of East-Madoera.

Military situation in the Regency of Soemenep.
20. I n order to safeguard law and order in East Madoera patrol de achments
were pl aced successively i n Bandoe11gan, Bloeto, Bafangratang Daja,
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between 13th November and I st December.

Resistance encountered from Republican forces.
Some sniper activity was encountered at the b2ginning of the patrol 's
march from Ooeloekgoeloek; thereafter there was no more resistance.
22. Casualties on he Netherlands' side: one man slightly wounded.
23. T he Republican military commander of Madoera, Chandra Hassan, 011
14th November, in a written message to his battalion commande_rs, disbanded his regiment, ordering them to cross to Java with their men.
Chandra Hassan was recently captured in the district of Probol1inggo
(E. Java).
21.

fi nal observations.
The ' brief facts" a clecribed in the Repulican Government 's Memorandum of 29th
ovember 1947 ( Restricted S/ A. I 0/ 51) in paragraph 6
are on the whole, with the exception of article IV, in accordance with
the truth.
25. The wording of artic le IV is put too suggestively, as during the mov,ement
to Soemenep and its surroundings there was no question of any real
Republican resistance, neither by • he Republican forces nor by the population. On the contrary, the patrols were joyfully w elcom - d by he p pulation and helped in every way.
26 . The Republican allegation concerning the behaviour of the soldiers in
the first sentence of the same paragraph 6 is not in accordance with the
facts, as the population itself several times sent deputations to Netherlands-held territory with the request to place Ea t Madoera under etherlands security and protection.
27. Finally, the Netherlands Administration will endeavour to have the control
of the island of Madoera taken over as soon as conditions permit, by an
lndonesian Administration of their own, assisted by security forces to
be formed from the indig nou population.

24.

18 December 1947.

~ETHER LANDS DELEGATION .

Secretariat
Issue o. 31
Ag. No . 425 /Min.

1947 a detachment of engineers began to mend the

Pe,zanfenan-Soemenep road, the bridges and culverts of which had been
16,

Manding, Amboeten, Pasongsonga11 Roebaroe and Temberoe Timoer

depending on con-

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY THE NETHERLANDS DELEGATION
CONCERNING THE POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN MADURA WHJCH
LED TO THE OCCUPATION Of THE ENTIRE ISLAND.

Geographical, economic and ethnographical particulars.
I. For general information on this island we refer to the descript ion.
derived from the Encyclopaed ia Britannica, which is appended o this report
as Annex I.
It must be added that th e population of Madura is now estimated fo
amount to nearly 3 millions, whil some 4½ millions of Madurese live in
East Java.
The Madurese have always been known to be good soldiers. Before
the Pacific War an auxiliary corps of the Netherlands Indies Army was
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drawn from the Madure e, called th Bari an Tjakra Madura after the ancient
family of the Tjakraningrats, who still have much influence in the island.
Before the war Madura constituted a Resid ncy ( under a European
Re icte11t), subdivided into thr e Regencies Bangkalan , Pamekasan and
,oem nep each under an Indonesian Regent.

Situation after the Pacific War.
2. In the autumn of 1945 allied troop occupied the port of oerabaya,
with a narrow strip of land around it. Soon inhabitants of Madura were
coming to that town, reporting that the population of the island were in a very
bad way. Sin c the livesto k had clecreas d to ab ut ¼, and consequ ntly
also the numb r of ploughing ox n, the oil had to be tilled by means of
patjol , an acrri ultural implement which the Madurese has not learned to
handl , and which was moreover in short upply. The re ult was a great
shortage of a ricultural product . As a result f shortage of material fish eries
had al o dr pped con id rably. By the R publican authorities I kg of rice wa
distributed per month per family, from Japanese dumps which at the time
still contained some stock . Cl thing had not been re1Iewed for 5 years and
there wa a great shortaa of medical upplie which had eriously impaire,cl
public h alth, and raised the d ath rate.
3. If before th war the d ficit of rice was made o d by imports from
East Java. the R publican Authorities in Java now prohibited proa traffic
b twe n Java and Madura xcept for tran port of salt for th R publican
Government; p_roa c nveyincr other crood were confiscated by the Republican
authoritic . The mall quantities of food that reached Madura from Ea t-Java
in pite of these measures w re there in tercepted by the Republican Army
(T ntara Republik Indone ia) and con um d by thern r old at high prices.
Some trade between Madura and th •Allied occupied area of Soerabaya was
po , ibl but only while la pane c money was a cept cl a I gal tend r in b th
territorie (until the nd of October 1946).
4. A a result, a situation ha<l arisen which bord red on famine. The
fact that in spite of this serious food shortage the Republi an Government
offered to deliver large quantitie of rice to Indi a (in pril 1946) came as a
111 t painful
hock to the population of Madura.
5. The elements of the T.R.I. that , er in the island (only some 5700
poorly equipped men) wer not popular with the population, at whose expense
they liv ed. Former
ffi er f the Barisan Tjakra Madura, wh refu, ed to
enlist in the army were intern ed in the prison of Pamakasan.
6. The civil administration proved to be con,ductecl by th former regent
of Bangkalan, R.A.A. Tjakraningrat, who had been appointed resident, while
his son acted as Regent of Bangkalan. Althou h the member of this prominent
family were naturally very reticent on, this point, there were even then reasons
to expect that they would not be unwilling to accept etherlands assistance to
the population in r spect of food and clothing. s everywhere in Republican
areas, the Resident was a si ted by a Komite a ional Indonesia with a Badan
Exekutief (executive body). However great the influence of the Resident
actual power in many districts was in the hand of part y I ad rs and military
commander .

Period before the police action.
7. In the month of September 1946 increasing numbers of Madurese
b~gan to flee to o rabaya in proa , r ft en on rough ly made rafts and even
swimmincr. By the nd of 1946 a weekly avera e of 2500 arrived there, and
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their total numbers may be stimat ct at from 20,000 to 25 000. They , re in a
condition of xtreme undernourishm ent and without exception asked for military
help to r lieve their relatives in he island, to which end they wished to receive
military trainina themselv s. In the autumn of 1946, however, the eth-~lands
Indies Government was not in a po ition to provide th , assistance r quested
ln the first place, even after a pos ibl military occupation of Madura th
Government would not hav been able to reli eve the shortage of food at the tim .
as the rice-producing ar as of East Java w re under the factual authority of
the Republican Government. The etherlands Indies Government had to cope
with great difficulties in providing food for the fugitives at Soerabaya;
however, this ta k wa successfully accomplish d. Moreover at the time
n gotiations had be 11 begun with th Republican Government concernincr a
Truc e, which was concluded on 14th October 1946.
8. Under pressure of th growing dissati faction of the population the
T.R.I. in Madura also showed signs of disintegration. The ex- Bari an captain
Asmoro Joedo resigned as commander of the Republican forces in WestMadura, large groups of his forces deserted and he hims If I ft for Ea t-Java.
Colon I Chandra Hassan, who was held in bad repute by the population, wa
appointed Commander of the R publican forces in the who! of Madura.
9. During the di cus ions between the etherlands Commi ion General
ancl the Republican, delegation, the attention of the Republican delegation was
drawn to the distressed condition of Madura, who agreed in November 1946
to h lp the population. According to me age received the Republican
Government after that did becrin to import rice into Madura. A ration of 100
grammes per day was instituted for the town populations, but in practice this
ration wa only very irr gularly delivered.
Toward the end of 1946 a combined etherland -Republican Committee
visited East-Madura in connection with the evacuation of Europeans still
mterned there. It was then found that there was no famine in East-Madura, but
that there was a serious shortage of clothing and medical suppli es. Reports of
serious food 'Shortages in the western part of the island however, persi ted.
10. On the part of the Republican Government it has b en contended that
the distressed condition of Madura wa the result of a •blockade impo ed by
the
therlands avy. The fact is that the contents of proas sailin° between
Madura and East-Java have be n examined by the etherlands avy but these
proa were allowed to continue their way, if they proved to be engaged
in legitimate trade. Jt was only when arms or - accor,ding to the packing or
marks obviously stolen oods were being carried, that these ship
were conducted to a 1etherlands-held port.
11. In the course of 19,47 the real power more and mor came into the
hands of those political parties which had fighting oraanizations of their own,
independent of the T.R.I.: the Pe indo ( ocialist youth organization), the
Pembrontak Rakjat Indonesia (revolutionary people' movement) and 'the
Islamic fighting organ ization
abilillah, under th leadership of religious
fanatics who pread the idea that the etherlanders were endeavouring to wip
out Islam, and by this means attempted to keep the fighting spirit alive.
12. In Soerabaya the Madurese refugees in May 1947 founded an
a sociati0n called Persatoean K bangsaan Madura (P.K.M.), which aims at
the formation of a federative late in accordance with the Linggadjati
Agre ment in which stat the Madurese group of the population is to find a
suitable position by democratic 111 ans. In a r solution this association expressed
themselves as unwilling to see Madura included in the Republic of Indonesia.
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13. In June 1947 the tension bet\i e n the population and the fighting
organizations in Madura came to a head. The population from Kamal to
Brantah on the south coa t refused to obey the order of the T .R.l. to evacuate
to the interior. In Batah, Boedjoer and Kwanjir-Barat clashes occurred between
the T.R.I. and the population.
me 30 relatives of members of the Tjakra
battalion, drawn from Madurese refugees at So rabaya, were arr ested and
imprisoned at P mekasan, as were likewise relatives of members of the P.K.M .
Inhabitants of the islands received sente1ces of imprisonment for alleging that
the T.R.I. was inferior to the Netherlands army. While on the one hand former
Barisan officers were again being arrested for refusing to cnli t in the T.R .I.,
on the other hand it was reported that a considerable part of the T.R.I. forces
at Soemenep were deserting and going hom for fear of an acti n on the part
of the population .

The police action.
14. On 4th August troops were landed in West-Madura and at the conclusion of the police action at 24.00 hours on that day, a large portion of the
Western and Southern part of the island was already occupied. for the
pro ress of th action and the conditions encountered, we refer to the
document app ndecl to this report as annex 11, which was presented to the
Consular Committee on 24th September 1947 in connection with the visi t
paid by ome member of that Committe e to the i land.
Standpoint of the Netherland

lndies Government after 4th August 1947.

Accordin to the announcement of he Li ut. Governor-G neral on 29th
ugu t 1947 at the conclu ion of the police action the area within which the
direct responsibility for law and order wa tak n over by the etherland lndie ·
overnment comprised the following districts, among others:
' Madura, The di tricts of Ban kalan, Kabandjar ancl Baliga of the Regen y
of Bangkalan and the di tricts of Tordjoen , Boender Pameka an and Kola
ampan of th R gency of Pamekasan' .
16. It must be observed however hat the Netherlands Indies Government has always attached a different value to the demarcation line in Madura
from those in Java or Sumatra, as the situation in Madura has alway s been:
more or less "fluctuating" . Ther efore, in Madura a line of demarcation wa
drawn coinciding with the boundaries of the districts of which the capitals
were occupied on 4th August 1947. This 'Claesnot mean howev r, that there
was then no military activity of any kind in the areas outside that boundary .
On the contrary, at that time and also later, the area outside that boundary
was patrolled. On the- maps of Java and Sumatra handed to the Chairman, of
the Consular Committee in September, the demarcation line on Madura was
accordingly indicated by a fluid line and this was then explained in the
manner set forth above.
17. In the patrol area \ hich the whole of Madura therefore constituted,
also after 4th August, various places were occupied in succession: Sampang
(6th August), Arosbaja (20th August.), Ketapang (beginning of eptember),
Pakong (10th October). Th ese plac were occupied either because of requests
from the population itself , or in reaction to Republican military activities. The
population of the Kangean islands (east of Madura) th m elves expelled the
r epublican administra ion after asking for and obta ining some weapons.
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Occupation East Madura.

18. The occupation of the remaining eastern part of Madura, which began
on 9th October, should also be regarded as a continuation of the abovementioned patrol activities. The decision to do so was taken on the following
grounds:
a. The etherlands Army Command had received information that the
regimental commander of the T.R.I. (now called T.N.I. - T entara Nasional
Indonesia) in Madura had given orders for infiltrations into the Netherlands
controlled area to be carried out in order to hinder the reconstruction in that
area with all the means at its command. Not only in this way was the cease
iire order infringed, but also by the use of harbours in East-Madura for the
infiltration of troops.
b. It appeared that also in th eastern part of Ma cliura the population
suffered greatly from shortage of food and clothing , and in addition was much
afflicted by the measur s carri d out by the fighting organizations. Especially
after the occupation of West-Madura · conditions rapidly deteriorated. From
about the middle of August the oreater part of the inhabitants of oemenep
had been vacuated by the T.R.I. In thos regions the population was given a
ration of I kg per month, while the T. .I. liv ed in plenty, having i.a. south of
oem nep 300 tons of rice in stock.
Both orally and in writing variou requests for int rvention had been
addressed to the
therlands ln di s authorities by cl I aations from th
population (translations of two written requests by inhabitant of Soemenep
and of the island of Gili Gent ng who had rossed to the mainland have been
appended as annexes III and IV) and gradually it became clear that mainly
b cause of this attitude on the part of the people, but also because the T . . I.
. eemed t dis olve in the populati on, little opposi'tion was to be xpected. A.
a ma'lter of fact limit ed patrolling proved that organized re istance wa.
neali ibl c.
c. Furth rmor it prov d that the most promin ent political and religiou
I ad rs in Madura would n t only not oppose th completion of the occupation
>f the island, but considered it desirable in the int re ts of the population a
in 'this way an unsati fact ry situati n could be brought to an end. Thre e
religious teachers in th regency of oemenep e.g. inf orm cl th Governm nt
by the encl of Octob r that 85 % of th population of East-Madura wer in
distress a a result of the attitude of th R publican soldi ers, for which r ason
they requested that measures be taken to reli ev the situation. Several influ 11tial leaders of lslami fi htin organization (sabilillahs) sta ed their own
willingnes and that of their oraa nizati ns to coop rate with th N etherland
troops.
Th e mo t influen'tial I ad r in Madura, th Republican re iclent R. A.
Tjakraningrat, who after the eth rlands occupation of West-Madura had
r moved the seat of his aclmini trati n from th~ caprtal Pamekasan to the
unoccupied village of Pegantenan, had so n declar d himself will ing to continue to conduct the administration also in the area occupied by th
eth rlancls troop . W h 11 his decision did not receive the upport of the leader of
the republican fighting organizations of the Pesindo, he re igned his post in
October, and had gone to live in the occupied ar a at the house of his son,
the regent of Bangkalan who cooperated fully with the Neth rlands Gov rnment. This attitud e of the Resident, whose influ 11 e in ~he island is very great,
did much t reduce the already enfeebl d authority in Ea t-Maclura of 1he
Republican Government .
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d. In East-Madura i establi shed the extensive Government salt
industry, which supplies salt to the population of the w,hole of Ind onesia and
constitutes a considerable source of rev nue for the population of Madura.
Reports showed that the Soemenep-Kaliangat concern,- comprising a works,
salt lands wharves etc., and where in addition laro- quantities of alt were
s'tored, was in danger of being destroyed or at I ast seriously damaged
because the Republican organizations had made extensive preparations for
carrying out demolitions. If by a single thoughtless act these preparations
would have been carried in•to effect, incalculable damage would have been
clone to the salt position of Indonesia.
19. The above has been amply confirmed by what was found during
and after fhe patrol action in East-Madura. There was no military resis'tance
of any importance; on the etherlands side only one man was slightly jnjured.
The remaining fighting organiza'tions either reported voluntarily, or piled up
their weapons by the side of the road and went home. Apparently they considered resi tance useless, but were especially afraid t come into conflic't
with the population. Immediately the population re urned its normal life. The
evacuated towns were soon re-inhabi ed. Indonesian officials of all ranks,
especially those belonging to the civil administration and the police, resumed
their duties. The resident R.A.A. Tjakraningrat also fulfils his function, ,,in
the interests of the country and its population ' ' - as he stated in a proclamation announcing this fact - and after a tour of inspection in the reg ncy of
oemencp as early as 22nd November reported that the si uation in that
regency was pcrf ctly peaceful and quiet. Lastly the preparation for destroyinothe sart concern proved to be in an advanced stage, so that its d struction was
only prevented by the rapid advance of the etherlands patrols.
20. On 4th December 1947 th~ T.N.I. commander in Madura Colon I
Chandra Hassan was arrested by etherlands troops. The 'tatements made
by him confirm in many respects th opinion of the ethcrlands Indies Government set forth above, concerning th conditions prevailing in East Madura
before the occupation of this area. He stated that he had issued orders tor the
continuation
of hostilities even af er 4th August 1947 (a translation of one such order da ed 14/9 /47, is append d bel was annex V) by order
of h·is divi ional commander who had told him that the cease fire order did
not apply to Madura since this island continued to be attacked. The Commander in Chief of the T.N.I., General Soedirman, had also ordered him to go
on fighting (the translation of a letter from General Soedirman dated 30/9/47
is appended below as annex VI). He also admit! d that the morale of his
troops was low and their relation both to the population and to the other
fighting organizations were extremely bad at several places, especially al
Soemenep.
Documentary evid nc of the way in which Chandra Hassan intendecl
to apply systematic terrorism with the help of released criminals can b found
in his Secret order o. 49 of 31 August 1947, a translation of which ha been
added as annex VII.
With regard to the alleged food blockade by the Netherlands Navy he
stated tha't after a protest against such measures made by him in July 1946
all proas loaded exclusively with food stuffs had been Jet undisturbed by the
Netherlanders. The precarious food situation he attributed to the inadequate
oro-anization of the machinery for distribution.

ANNEX

I.

ENCYCLOPAEDlABRITANNICA.
(Volume 14 pao-e 618)
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MADURA, an island and residency of the D. E. Indies (Dutch Madoera),
lyin g off the north-east coast of Java, from which it is separated by a shallow
'Strait less than 1 ½ miles. It is over 100 mil es long and 24 miles wid and has
an area of 5.473 sq km. Pop. 1.953.669 1051 Europeans and Eurasians).
It has an undulating - surface, but no mountains, 700 ft. b ing the greatest
elevation in the west and 1.565 ft. that of 'th east. In the north the hill run
down nearly to the sea: in the north-west and south there are extensive alluvial
plains, whilst th e south coast is fring d with islets, hoals and mud-banks. The
geological forma 'tion reveals the relation of Madura to northern Java, since it
consists largely of the same limestone, rocks, of Tertiary formation, with I w
alluvial tracts: there are hot pring . Off the eas'tern coast are several islandsSpudi, and the Kangean group, Kangean Island being 25 miles long and from
3 to 15 wide, with hills reaching 1.500 ft.
The climate, flora and fauna of Madura resemble those of ea 't Java.
Vegetation is luxuriant, but th soil is not as fertile as the av rage soil in Java,
and one indication of 'this is that rice has to be import ed to me t he needs of
the population. Rice, maize, coconuts, coffee, cocoa, kapok and mo t o the
usual Malayan fruits and vegetabl s are grown, and Kapok, copra and
coconut oil figure largely in exports, al o eak, from the extensive forests in
the north-west. The island is well adapted for cattle-breeding, which is engaged in extensively (in 1924 no less than 57 .396 bulls, thorougbred, were exported), and the wid expanse of coast, well sheltered on the southern ide,
gives opportunity for a great deal of fishing: the Kangean lslands and Sapudi
yield timber, trepang and tortoise-shell. The principal indu try is that of salt
winning, which is a governmen't monopoly. The salt is obtained from saline
springs and from sea-water, and the largest pans are situated at Kalianget.
Manufacture is according to European method and gives employment fo many.
The 1926 yield was 6.620.430 piculs ( I picul = 136 lb.). Petroleum has be n
found and i worked on a small scale. The Madurese (Mohammedan ) , wh
are keen traders, but not very good craf srnen, fishermen and sailors, arc
shorter, but more s'turdily built han the Javan se; they arc also more independ nt, and quick-tempered, but thrifty a11dhard-working, and their moral
tandard is high: they have their own peculiar amusement of bull-racing and
bull -figh ting; the races, usually held in th month of September, attract huge
crowds. There are Malay and Chinese resid nts. The capital and eat of the
resident, is Pamakasan, in the central southern part of the island, not far from
the coast, pop. 13.403 (269 Europeans and Eura ians), which has modern
buildings including a hotel. 0th rt wns are Sumenep Bangkalan pop. 12.359
( 141 Europeans and Eurasians), with the old palace of the Sultan of Bangkalan, or Madura, and the interesting mosque, Sampang pop 12.763 Kamal and
Kalianget. A tram line crosses the island from wes't to east, from Kamal . to
Kali anget, connection being maintained with Java by means of a. ferry serv1c
betw en Surabaja and Kamal: the line extend lo Bangkalan, 111 'the nor h.
and pa ses through Pamekasan and Sumenep.
There ar roads along the north and south coasts, and across th cen'tre
of the island. There is tel graphic communication with Java, and Pameka an
and Sumenep possess telephone ervices.
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Du'tch influenc was establish d in Madura late in the 17th c ntury, and
the power of the ambitious. prince of Madura was circumscribed by the division of the island into three regencies, Madura or Bangkalan), Pameka an
and Sumenep, each having -its own princ , or sultan. After much native mi rule,
the regenci s were, in 1885 united under a residency attached to Java.

ANNEX
MADOERA COMMAND
BANGKALAN.

II.

Transmitted Sept mber 24
to the Consular Cammi ion.

1. General.
Madoera i land and its population represent a picture of Ion drawn
tragedy.
After thr
and a half years of Japanese occupation th r public
established its authority by means of Japanese trained lndone ian troops and
officers. Though the total number of troops (5700 with only 4 to 500 rifles,
some machineguns and mortars) compared with total of the population
(almost 3.000.000) is very small indeed, it should be borne in mind the resi tance could only be insignificant, all the more since the p opl wer starv cl
after having lived under rigid Japanes control and with no arms at their
disposal.
Madura a poor country has an ambitious hard-workin population,
which is known throughout the archipelago for its extensiv fishing - and
tranport ,,prauw" fleet, its large cattlebreeding and tract .
A barter system existed between Madoera and Java for food (rice le.)
from Java, and this was traded against fish and other seaproducts from
Madoera.
The h?'rd working Madurese, in spite of the poverty of th ir country
had reach d a relativ ly high pr war standard of living. During the
occuption a great part of their fleet had already been lost and after the
Japanese capitulation the republic impos d restrictions on the d v lopm nt of
shipbuilding etc. as free trade and traffic overseas w re not allowed .Already
in November 1946 urgent appeals from the starving population, d prived of
the possibility to import food, reached us from Madura, while at the same
time food that did reach Madura wa being held by republican organisations
and the army. Thousand and thousand tried to mak th ir way to erabaja.
They arrived very often by means of primitive rafts, just on boards or swimming buoyed up by the stem of a bananatree.
Of those who survived, between twenty and twenty-five thousand
reached Soerabaja, where special colonies, dress centr s of Red Cross etc. were
e tablished for them.
The food position in the Dutch occupied areas, tightly blockaded by the
republic made it impossible to come to the assistance of thi so likeable
population.
The situation changed however after east-Java was included in the
police action and rice and other food could be made available.
0
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Police-action and afterwards.·
Police-action on the island of Madura started on August 4, 1947. Landings were made on the South coast and in general little opposition was met;
troops landing at Kamal 1) did not have a shot fired at them from the coast.
However, a tremendous amount of mines, -boobytraps, all kinds of projectiles
and grenades were prepared on and along the roads together with roadblocks
of every conceivable kind. Bridges, waterworks, public buildings, telephone
exchanges, power stations, irrigation works, -bankbuildings, post offices, in
short, everything that is part of and serves normal civilised life had been
prepared for demolition. Unfortunately most of these objects have been
destroyed and after weeks we still find m'ines and explosives, indicated by the
population.
At Pamekasan, seat of the Resident of Madura, many buildings including his palace and offices were also burnt down.
The population of towns of any importance was found to have been
evacuated unrler pressure. The Chin se community was taken into the hills
in due time and their houses, properties and shops were ransacked and partly
burnt before the arrival of our troops.
1)
Some photographs have been. added to this report showing th~
condition in which we found the peopl .
Prisoners had been set free and we laid hands on an original order by
Lt. Col. Tjandra Hassan, commander of the various scattered armed groups,
that all convicts should immediately organize in the hills and start guerilla
warfare, devastation . and all possible sabotage immediately (original Doc. at
Army H.Q. Batavia).
Soon after our arrival the populat'ion returned to their homes and urgent
requests came in, asking to clear their villages of the many mines and xplo ives. Me sages came in from Chinese sometimes 250 at a time, being kept
at distances of lO to 20 mJles from their homes. They wer found to be guarded
by the loerahs (chiefs) of villacres who had to prevent their return on penalty
of death imposed on them by the republican Army.
Since no armed guards of formations were found near or around, liberation was effected without difficulties. Treatment of the Chinese by the Madurese villagers had been fairly good since relations betw en the populati n
and the Chinese community had always been very satisfactory. ansome parts
of the island intermarriage between Chine e and Madurese is a common
feature. Unfortunately on their return home the liberated Chinese found their
properties gone or destroyed. Many letters have been received and ate stjlJ
coming in from Chin se, thankin~ ~he Dutch forces for th~ir prompt a~tion and
denoucing several leaders of political and armed formations for hav111gcommitted these various acts of violence, On the other hand al Ketapang on th
North coast a prominent ,,kiai" (religious leader) took his Chinese fel_lo~
villagers und r his protection, notwithstar\ding the threats made by various
armed groups, and returned them safely_to their hon!es after the loca_lconstabulary, assisted by our patrols, had disarmed a little group of H1zboellah
(Allah-figllters) and restored order.
·
.
_
.
At various places the Dutch fortes were qnd sttlj are received with great
enthusiasm and in Sampang in the middle of the island on the South coast
the constabulary stayed behind in full force. After some fighting around the
place had cleared the surroundings, the constabulary and the Wedana (mayo r)
of fhe little town had the situ~tion completely in hand so that ·the patrols
could go on an.-g liberate the Chinese who were fouJJd at various distances
J)l
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in the ·hills. Without delay the constabulary was reinfotced, detachments sent
tn various places, even at 20 and 40 kilometers distance - such as Ketapang
across the island on the North coast where they maintain law and order and
where normal life has long since returned.
The opposing ar_med groups have carried out a plan of defence by destructing the many bridges, found in the very few roads on the island. They
have withdrawn to the steep hills running from West to East along the middle
of the island, which are extremely difficult to penetrate.
They move from one place to the other, descending upon the population
during the night and taking away what little food they have and terrorizing them.
'\1any appeals have come in from various villages to be I berated from these
violations but the little groups are extremely difficult to get at, owing to
terrain difficulties and quick displacements. These groups mainly consist of
remnants of companies as most of the ordinary so1tl1ers d,d go home right
after the landings. Officers and political leaders and fanatics who have
Jbtained certain standing in various groups and formations have practically
no outlook for a come back in normal life, becaus they have no regular job'
and cannot live on the level they have atta ined. Here we find the same
problem as that of the armed youth in Germany, and a come back and possibilities in civil life must be found, in order to keep them from the streets and
from forming sabotage troops, for which they have been trained both by the
Japanese and the Republic. Up till now they still prefer to carry on the scorched
earth policy ordered by the Republic; creating utmost inconvenience for the
population by cutting what small connecting roads there are and by perpetrating all possible acts of sabotage.
Gradually, however, more of their sort are getting tired of this life
whereas the population shows a little more courage in opposing their activities.
llnfiltration from the North coast of Java tries to keep activities going by
fierce, propaganda and infiltration of men and arms.
Since it is not possible to occupy every single port of the island much
Jepends on the population itself and the backbone given to them by conti11uouspatrolling. There is no doubt whatsoever as to the feelings of the people
towards our forces and the measures taken with the object to restore normal life
.as quickly as possible. After the landings and occupation of the mafo towns
(Bangkalan, Sampang, Pamekasan) difficulties arose as it proves not quite
possible to divide an island like Madura by such a thing as a demarcationline. From the Republican Resident we got word that he considered himself
•in charge of the administration of the island, that a demarcation line was also
geografically and politically completely impracticable and therefore the socalled van Mook-line does not apply to Madura as it does to the positions in
Java.
On the other hand so many appeals reach the Madura command asking
hr protection and assistance that it would be not only inhuman but also
impossible to cut the island in two. As plunderers are still very active, even
though population resists these activities more and more, the Indonesian
constabulary reguired active assistance and Dutch forces have to provide
for it.
Only small groups of fanatics are opposing a quick change and since
they still have a certain amount of armed followers, persuasion or mirtary
actions can bring the solution only. From the beginning onwards the civil
servants have taken up their work and given full cooperation in the interest
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of the people. Since the Republican Resident has made their position clear
ihey find no difficulty or objections in our relations and understand that there
will be no interference whatsoever from our side.
It is their job to administrate the country while ours is to assist them in
case the normal functioninu of the community is threatened.
3. Food situation.
Madura is a very poor country and vast amounts of rice and corn have
always had to be imported.
The situation found upon arrival was most alarming and immediate steps
were taken to sliip as much as possible to the island.
Distribution is now in full swing but shortage of local transport after five
years of occupation and destroyed bridges create various problems. Many thousands have 'died of starvation. Our Red Cross teams work day and night,
dispensing food and clothing to the poorest and giving medical treatments to
endless rows of emaciated and almost naked people, covered with tropical
ulcers.

I
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4. Clothing.
I

The population has not seen decent clothing for more than five years .
On our arrival the vast majority of them had hardly anything to wear but
rags. Thousands of yards of textile arc distributed daily to those most in
n ed of cover.
5. Health situation.
Th rate of mortality in certain parts of the island is extrem ly high. o
medical stock wa available and so a new start 'had to be made, while vast
amounts of medical supplies are necessary. The country has terribly suffered
from the occupittlon and the Republic has not been able to cope with the situation found after the capitulation. What little food there was, never reached the
poor as it was mostly used to feed the Republican civilians and armed formations. Some of these stocks have been found and distributed immediately to
the suffering population.
6. Livestock.
Madura has always been famous for its big stock of cattle. The Japanese
requisitioned such vast amounts that only 20% was left at the time of the
capitulation. Since practically no export took place afterwards, the situatjon
has slightly improved so that cattle can now be traded on a small scale in
exchange for rice and corn. On September I st the population of Sampang and
surrounding villages asked permission to hold the famous bull races, a national custom. That this coincided with the celebrating of H.M. Queen Wilhelmina's birthday was a very delicate gesture, highly appreciated by our
forces.
7. fishing.
Fishing and overseas trade have of course been one of the big assets of
the island. Both, however, were prohibited or severely restricted by the Republic. For lack of material, boats were rotting away and it will take some time
before these industries, so important to the population, will have reached
their prewar level. Those who still have vessels are sailing back and forth
between Madura and Java at the moment and this greatly improves the food
situation along the coas_t.
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8. Economy and currency.
Five years of restrictions and shortage, demolitions and political unrest
have disorganized the normal economic structure of the island. Two currencies, Japanese and Republican, have been poured into the island, previous
currencies having been declared invalid and so causing tremendous losses
owing to various wrong manipulations.
It is therefore extremely amusing that big amounts of the old prewar
currency are still kept and now coming into circulation again and, as rightly
expected by the people, is taken at its full value. Gradually Republican
money will disappear and in order not to create the havoc Japanese and
Republican money have caused, the monetary situation will be handled step
by step and with much caution.

9. Religion.
Madura is a very religious country. Propaganda has caused the misc?nception in certain regions that with the arrival of Dutch forces sharp restnctions would be made.
Whereas most kiai's are fully cooperating and even use their influence in
the handing-in of arms, some less important kiai's for lust of power and
pe.rsonal reasons, use this propaganda by urging their groups to commit acts
of sabotage and terrorize the population. They have no or practically no arms
and are of no military importance.
The demolitions and vexations of the population however create much
unrest and anxiety where they operate.
Since these are fanatics, their leaders must be taken or brought to reason,
:ifter which these groups, according to statements made by the population,
will immediately stop their activities and go home.
10. Madurese forces.
Before the war the island produced Battallions of so-called ,,Tjakra"
troops. They existed purely of Madurese with only a small Dutch cadre for
training and administrative purposes. In 1942 these forces were disbanded,
and many of its former soldiers have died in Birma and on the island; others
have been enlisted 1n various T.R.I., as this was the only way to obtain food.
Many of those deserted and reported to our H.Q. with the request _to be
·ncorporated in the old force again, after our landing. Some have refused to
· join the T.R.I. while others did not and thus problems exist which have to
oe solved with much care and wisdom.
11. Saltworks.
The one and only big industry are the saltworks on the south coast. One
of these, though part of the power station has been destroyed, restarted prorluction near Sampang.
Lack of labour, owing to the high rate of mortality in these surroundings
is one of the unexpected and alarming problems we have to face, because the
contingent available is so under-nourished that only gradually they can be put
to work for normal hours. ·

,2.

Conclusion.
From a military point of view the island offers no excessive problems
provided time is given to gradually improve the situation and no infiltration
from Java will take place any more, which so far is an infringement of the cease
fire order. As soon as the people will be to express their own sincere
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feelings and as soon as the terror created by republican destructive elements
will cease, no Dutch soldier or civilian will encounter any hostility from this
friendly, hardworking population and Madura will be in a positio~ to express
its opinion as to how it wants to fit in the commonwealth of these islands. The
civil servants are able and hard working men who have realized that they
have the honourable task to restore the island to its former state of comparative wealth and lead the community to decision which will guarantee
them the place they are entitled to.
BANGKALAN,20 September 1947.
C. 0. MADURA - FORCE
Signed
Jhr. Mr. W. VAN CITTERS.
GII(i) "A" DIV.
For Copy
G. L. REINDERHOFF
Major.
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ANNEX

Ill.

To the Chief Authority
in
SOERABAJA.
The undersigned, ten persons of the desa of "Pagarbatoe", Soemenep,
Madura, urgently request your assistance, because the "Sabil" leaders in
our desa are acting very cruelly towards inhabitants that have come from
Soerabaja. This has led to many being locked up in the office of the Military
Police at Soemenep. When any one of these escapes, this is wreaked upon
the relatives, who are beaten half to death, and .all the goods in their homes
are confiscated.
We therefore beg you to take measures as soon as possible to stop
this as the inhabitants can no longer endure this misery. We will gladly go
with you to the desa to point out the djahats (ringleaders) one by one.
Panaroekan, 12th September 1947.
(Signed)
1. Asmorosastro
2. Setjoprawiro
3. P. Ezam
4. Dahwari
5. Salamar
6. Moehni
7. P. Bahwawi
8. Hola
9. Soenar
l 0. P. Moena
N.B. We are all refugees from the desa of "Pagarbatoe".

AN NE X IV.
To the Recomba·
at
SOERABAJA.

PETITION
The undersigned appeal to your Honour with the earnest request to
take measures to have GtLI-GENTENG occupied by the army or police of
your Government, as GJLl•GE TENG js being guarded by the army and
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police of SOEMENEP, and we proa-men sailing from Soerabaja are being
captured and taken to Sarongi, sub-district of Soemenep.
Hoping that you will comply with our request, we thank you a thousand
times.
Panaroekan, 13th October 1947.
(Signed)
l. P. Sai'Han
2. Boerarnin
3. Modare
4. Misnadin
5. P. Soeraja
6. Miroela
7. P. Moesiati

ANNEX

V.

I

IMMEDIATEORDER

i

The commande"r of Sector I/Ill is ordered to continue infiltration attacks
on the posts occupied by the enemy in cooperation with the Barisan SABILILIAH and others in order to create confucion among the enemy and to
destroy him.
Issued d.d. 14/9-' 47
2. End.
12.00 hours
Cdr G.H.Q. Vl/35
(signed) R. CHAMDRAHASAN.
Addressed to
I Sector I/III
File G.H.Q. Vl/35
•
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unre>asingly, by day and by night with the use of guerilla tactics we penetrate
into their tines, as is already being done by all our men in cooperation with
the population.
Be confident and be convinced that final victory is ours, for the Indonesian people is indeed waging a holy war in defence of truth and justice. Even
now it is clear that we have been able to recover various territories, not by
the strength of our weapons but thanks to a firm faith and a lambent fighting
spirit.
I learn that you and all men will completely and with stubborn determination fulfill your oaths to God a"nd to the fatherland:
,,Better lo see our country ,a sea of flames than to have it once again
a colony".
The Head of our State, Boeng KARO, has issue an order of the day,
which reads:
,,Continue the si'ruggle and reconquer every inch of ground that has
fallen into enemy hands".
There is no need for the men to be anxious about the fate of JOGJAKARTA as the capital of the N rrara Repoeblik lndon sia, nor about the tate
of all your leaders. Even though DJ0KJA should be repeatedly bombarded
and shelled, we should all together defend DJ0CJA as the capital of the
N cgara Repoeblik Indonesia.
Even though in a manner of speaking the whole ·territory should be
occupied, it is still our duty to defend DJ0CJA as the capital, the symbol of
our c untry, to the u'fmost. However be confident that God will not p rmit
the fiendish Dutch to have any further successes.
Let u all together renew our oriainal vow:
,,To rise or to go und r with our country " .
This is my order as your Leader; may the most just God take us all
under His protection .

To:
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JOGJAKARTA, 30 September '47

Merdeka,
I thank God who has tak\:!nunder his protectfon you and all your men in
the fulfilment of your holy duty. I express my thanks for the sacrifices that have
been made for the salva'tion of the fatherland. I continue to place the most
complete confidence in all soldiers who as one man have given the tangible
proof of determination, perseverance and courage in their resistance against
the Netherlands colonial enemy whose armament is in every respec"t compl~te.
Remember and realize that only with this determination, pers everance and
courage we can destroy fhe malignant Du'tch.
Do not be anxious and do not lose heart at the constant progress of the
enemy, the resul't of their surprise attack made with the most complete and
rnode"(ll armament. The Dutch cannot for long.'.hold out, especialy when

I

'

Tetap Merdeka
Army Commander
(signed) General SOEDIRMAN.

ARMY COMMANDER
TENTARA NASIONAL INDO ESIA

the Commander of Res. 35 (VI Div.)
and all me·n in
MADURA

1,1

C

AN NE X VI.

II

,I

VII.
Confidential.

r.

The prison must be opened, when the enemy has occupied an area.

l I.

The prison ers released by us must previously be sufficien'tly influ need
by us. Their task is to carry 0L1tterror against the en~my occu ation
forces.

Ill.

Prison buildings must be thoroughtly destroyed. In 'this, direct contact
must be sought with the commanders of the subsector areas (battalion
commanders).

IV. This order is given to:
1. The Heads of the State Pr,isons at Pamekasan, Bangkalan, Sampang and Sumenep.
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copies to:
.
2. the commander of the subsector I s/ d VI;
3. commander of the Staff regiment 35.
Issued 23-7-1947, at 10.00 hours.
Territoial commander Madura
(Signed)
Lt. Col. R. Chandrahasan .

Secretariat.
Is ue o. 56.
Ag. o. 532/ GGD/ Cor.
Batavia, December 24th 1947.
ETHERLANDS DELEGATI

Further to the memoranda on the situa'tion in the island of Madura,
submitted by this Delegation to the Committee of Good Offices, I have the
honour to transmit herewith a translation of the reports of the first and second
interrogation of Chandra Hasan, Commander of the 35th Regiment of the
T.R.I. Further in'terrogation reports will be transmitted to your Committee as
soon as they will have been received from the competent military authorities.
have th honour to be, Sir,
Your Obedient Servant,
in the ab nee of
Raden Abdulkadir Widjojoatmodjo
(sign ed) H. van Vredenburch.
To the Chairman
of the ecurity Council's
Committee of Good Offices
on the lndon sian Question.

Personal data
Name
Rank
Place of birth
Date of birth
Captured at
Date of capture
Captured by
Date of interrogation
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2)

Life.
1927-1934
1934-1938
1938-1940
1940-1942
1942- 1943

1945
Merdeka period

School at Pamekasan
Secondary school at Soerabaya
Commercial school at Soerabaya
Magelang
Head-mast er of a small private commercial school of
his own at Pamekasan
Clerk with the Shun-choo
Captain in the PETA. During this period he spent
6 months con~ined to his house under arrest for
insubordination.
Commander VI Regt. since foundation of T.K.R.
Commander 35th Regt since foundation of T.R.I.
(T .. 1.)

Questions:
Answers:
1. Do you wi h to be questioned in I speak and understand Dutch exth Dutch or the Malay langua e? cellently and would like to be questioned in that language .
2. What were your mov ments between 4th August and the date of
your arrest?

I shall make a written statement as
accurately as possible on this point.
Annex A.

3. Do you know that on 4th Aug.
both the Republican Government
and the etherlands Government
i sued the order "Cease fire"?

I learnt thi later.

4. When did you learn this?

l t was made known by the civil
authorities. They had been informed
by wireless about 8th August.

5. Did you receive instruct ions from
the Divisional Commander before
8th ugust?

Yes, approximately on 6th August
I received a wireless message from
the Commander of VI Division:
" 'Cease fire' order doe n t apply
to Madura.
Continue the fight '.

6. Did it not surprise you that in his
instructions the Divisional Commander used the term "Cease
fire'', as officially you knew nothing yet of the ' Cease fire" order?

Yes, it did.

Soerabaya, 9th D.ec~mber 1947.

INTERROGATION
REPORT NO. 1.
1)

Chief of staff of 4th Infantry Brig
Chief I.V.C., 4th Infantry Brig.
Serg. Leeuwenburg, M.V.D. "A"
Div.
Commander 35 th Regt. T. .I.
Captured officer

Function o·f captive
Our designation

1943 (6 months) :
1943-1945

Sir,

4th InfantryBrigade

Interrogators

R. Chandra Hasan
Lieutenant-Co lone!
roeng it (Soemenep) Madoera
19th February 1920
Geding, near Probolin go
4th December 1947
Patrol of K.N.f.L., V.D.M.B. (Marine brigade)
4th Dec. 1947 and following days .

'

7. Did you on that account ask for
further instructions?

Yes, I asked
mander on
"Cease Fire"
why the fight

8. What was the reply of the Divi-

The reply I received after the message of the civil authorities of 8th
August and it ran, "The Cease Fire
order does not apply to Madura as
Madura is still being attacked after
the order. (In Malay this read as
follows, "Boeat Madoera tidak berlakoe perhentian tembak menembak
sebab setelah perintah Madoera tetap di serang).

sional Commander and when did
you receive it?

my Divisional Comwhat grounds this
had been issued and
must be continued.

9. Are you as a Military Commander
satisfied with what happened as
regards the receipt of this most
important "Cease fire" order?

Not at all, for I never received any
authoritative order with clear instructions, which also appears from
the fact that I had to ask what
"Cease fire" meant, while in addition the first I heard of this order
was from the civil authorities.

10. Had not you as Military Commander Madura expected personal
orders and instructions from the
Divisional Commander or the
Government?

Certainly.
My request for instructions proves
that by the peculiar working method
at the higher plan I as responsible
commander was put in a most peculiar position.

11. What happened to the Divisional
order to continue the fight?

I passed it on to the troops under
my command.

12. Examinee is shown the order dd.
1-9-'47 (Annex B).
Do you admit that you gave this
order?
13. On what grounds did you consider
it necessary to issue this order on
14th September?

Yes, l wrote and issued this order
myself.

14. How often was this exhortation to

continue the fight repeated by the
Division in the period between 4
August and 14 November?

15. Examinee is shown the translated
letter from General Soedirman,
dated Djocjakarta 30 September
1947 (Annex C). Do you admit
that you received this letter?
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I did so because the Division constan t!y egged me on to action on
a bigger scale and also to heighten
the morale of the troops which was
very low.
Altogether about 7 times. However,
these instructions and orders came
not only from the Division but in
one case also from General Soedirman, the Commander in Chief, himself.
Yes.

16. Is the translation

correct?

I do not remember the Malay but
the purport is quite correct. The
underscored passage in your translated copy, which refers to the sentence "Rather would I see our country ablaze than a colony", and the
order of the day of President Soekarno are literal translations.

karno known to you before?

Yes, before 30th September I had
heard of the radio address of President Soekarno.

18. Did not you listen in to the address yourself?

No, I only read a copy of the address.

19. Did not General Soedirman's letter and Soekarno's radio address
raise any problems, for instance
with respect to the general order
to "Cease fire" is ued by Soekarno?

No, for I knew from previous orders
and instructions that the "Cease
Fire" order and the van Mook-line
did not apply to Madura.

20. Did you never receive in tructions to observe the 'van Mookline?

No, I have never officially been told
that there was a van Mook-line in
the island. I only heard of it in
radio reports but I emphatically repeat that I have never been officially informed of this line or of the
order not to cross it.

21. How often

did you personally
give order to carry out attacks on
our posts and positions after 4th
August?

On several occasions I ordered attacks on enemy posts and positions,
but they were mostly not carried out
because the sub-commanders and
men simply had not the courage.

22. How do you explain tbc fact that
in many cases the plan for the
attack as drawn up by the TRI
could not be carried out.

In many cases the Dutch struck
first at the right moment.
This also applies to attacks and infiltrations planned by my sub-commanders on their own initiative, and
often it was reported to me that an
attack which• had been prepared
could not be carried out, because at
the right moment the Dutch had
truck in the right direction.

23. Were not you surprised iJ1at the
Dutch always knew of your plans
beforehand and were therefore
able to carry out actions at the
right time and place?

Certainly, I knew that there were
traitors among my own officers and
other personnel and besides the
number of deserters was appallingly high, so that you could not but
have much iriformation about our
plans.

17. Was the order of the day of Soe-
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24. Speaking as one soldier to another,
do you find it understandable
that the Netherlanders undertook
the actions which they carried out
after 4th August?

Certainly, to strike the first blow and
thereby to frustrate the enemy's
plans is one of the first principles of
strategy, and further comment, I
think, is superfluous.

25. You were speaking of traitors and
deserters. Would you mind telling us a little more about that?

Not at all, the translation which you
showed me of a letter from Chief of
Staff 35th Regiment to commanders
of sectors l-4 incl. and to commanders of services and units of 35th
Regiment dd. 18 October 1947, no.
562/PR, subject "Attention" is a correct translation of a letter sent at
my orders (Annex D).

26. In view of what you stated just
now I should like to hear what
your impression was of the troops
you commanded.

I admit that the 35th Regiment was
completely unserviceable as a fighting apparatus.

27. To what causes do you attribute
the condition of the 35th Regiment?

I could point to a great many factors.
The 35th Regiment lacked:
I. good soldiers,
2. sufficiently trained officers and
non-commissioned officers,
3. a high morale with all of them,
4. the requisite arms and equipment,
5. proper care generally.

28. What do you mean by hese five
points?

1. I was short of trained soldiers.
Although the numbers were sufficient, their training never
amounted to much, that is to say,
I had no instructors to make their
trainincr effective.
And mentally the troops were not
. up to their duties.
2. The officers and non-commissioned officers were most incapable and had no prestige with
the troops.
3. s regards all fighting organizations except the TRI the main
cause of their low morale is in
my opinion the forced and therefore wrong method of enlisting
by Buro Perdjoeangan. I wrote
to protest against this. I never
had any reply to this letter. During my visit to Djocja I discussed the matter with the Minister
of War (Amir Sjarifoeddin) and

he promised to put a stop to the
arbitrary methods of the various
fighting organisations and to
bring method into it. Among the
TRI in my opinion it is due to the
fact that the ideal of 1ighting for
nationalism and Merdeka has not
penetrated deeply enough. Especially when the Dutch had occupied part of Madura and showed
a different attitude from what
propaganda had led us to expect,
many began to waver.
This explains also why there
were so many deserters.
4. Arms and equipment were definitely below the mark. Against
a well-armed opponent we had
not the ghost of a chance.
5. Although better than those of the
population, food and care were
insufficient for a soldier.
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29. Are you of the op1mon that the
food shortage of the population
and the TRI may be attributed to
the foodblockade which the Dutch
are alleged to have imposed.

30. Was not the food position in Madura also a matter of transport
difficulties?

o. As a matter of fact about
July 1946 proas loaded with food
were conducted to Soerabaya on
the suspicion that they contained
supplies for the TRI.
I protested against this, with the
result that since then food proas
have been left unmolested by the
Dutch. The anxious food position is, then, in my opinion due to
the lack of organisation of the
supply-machinery.
This mistake was made both in
the allotments in Java and by the
distributing machinery in Madura.
I repeat emphatically that aft r
my protest against the foodblockade all proas loaded exclusively with food have not been
interfered with by the Dutch.
Yes, certainly, both the shortage
of motor-vehicles and of late, of
course, also the destructions of
the roads are factors which helped to prevent a smooth distribution.
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31. What do you know of the mo. t
deplorable food situation that we
found in Kamal, where peopl
have starved to death?

The interrogators:
(signed)
1. W. A. Kampinga, Capt.
Chief of Staff 4 Inf. Brig.
(signed)
2. Dr. W. J. H. M. Piet, Capt.
Chief IVG 4 Inf. Brig.

On this point I should like lo
give you an elaborate written report (Annex E).
The examinee
(signed)
R. Chandra Hasan.
Lt. Kol. T. .I. 35 Regt.

Staff 4th Infantry Division

oerabaya, 9 December 1947

INTERROGATION REPORT No. 2.
I. Personal data
2. Life

see R port

3. What was the nature f the
relations between you and the
Madoera Civil Administration?

o. l
I always acted in accor<lance with
Republican instructions. I never had
any personal difficulties with C.A.
officials, except in one case:
that was recently, with the Resident,
when I freely expressed my opinion
on the activities of the Civil Administration.

4. As Commandant of Madoera, in
what relation did you stand to the
Civil Authorities?

As far as military matters in the
island w re concerned, I also held
authority over the Civil Administration.

5. By what legal procedure was this
relation regulated?

In th law enacted to impose martial
law of the Republic and in the exposition of the Governor of East
Java and the Minister of the Interior
of the Republic. These bestowed on
me authority over the Civil Administration as far as military matt,; rs
were concerned. Otherwise, the C.A.
was allowed to act independently,
but they were not authorized to issue
orders to me or section of th T.N.I.
or fighting organizations, though as
regards the fighting organizations
orders of a purely administrative
nature could be imposed.

•

6. Does this imply that as regards Certainly, as the highest military
·the -tactics and the activity of the authority I am ultimately responsible
fighting orga_nizations, the Civil for these.
Administration cannot he held
responsible?
7. What was the disagreement be-

tween you and the Resident
referred to in reply to question 3?

It was about the care of the C.A.
for evacuees, who 'in my opinion were
not receiving the necessary care and
assistance. In the end this disagreement was amicably settled,
however, and I took personal
measures.

8. Were you in-formed of instructions issued by the higher authorities to the Civil Administration in
Madoera?

Normally I was, but not of the orders
received by Major Djamal from the
Governor of East Java.

9. Were you able yourself to exert
great per onal influence on the
C.A. directly or indirectly?

Co-operation between us was good,
which implies that each was master
of his own domain. By the institution of the D.P.D., of which the
Resident was the head and I the
deputy head, a certain authoritative
relationship was established, but
this applied solely to this D. P. D.,
for the rest we were on a footing of
equality.

10. What was the nature of the
relations between the lower T. .f.
commanders and the C.A.? I mean
the I eaders of lower rank.

In the district of Soemenep they
were poor, complaints were always
being received of the activities of
various T.N.f. commanders. These
complaints referred to the assumption of C.A. authority by my subcommanders, the arrest of the
Regent of Soemenep, and many
other rforms of moral terrorization,
in the form of threats to C.A.
officials. In the district of Pamekasan collaboration was fairly good.
I remember some minor complaints,
but that i all. In my opinion in
the district of ampang then worked
together well, as I received no
complaints.
From the district of Bangkalan I
heard many complaints during the
period when Asmoro Joedo was
Regimental Commander. \All the
C.A. officials, the police and other
fighting organizations were agains
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